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HOW I BECAME BRAVE
Annabelle Barker
Our trip to Hunza in 1985 whetted my appetite for the Western
Karakorum and I began thinking of a trek from Concordia to Shimshal for
the following year
a plan which had to be slightly modified.
Raising a 'team' proved more difficult than had been envisaged and by
spring it became apparent that the team was to be somewhat small
Sheila and myself. An unlikely combination but it worked very well.
Having experienced the hell that is the journey from Pindi to Gilgit by
bus in '85 we opted for flying this time and to our amazement found
ourselves airborne and en route for Gilgit two hours after landing at Pindi.
Our smug faces quickly changed on enquiring at what altitude we were
flying when the reply was, k 'I don't know Madame, pilot is looking for the
way." Hardly the answer that makes one insist on P.I.A. for every future
flight!
Shortly afterwards the plane turned round and headed back to Pindi.
We were on the mini-bus to Gilgit twenty-four hours later. I wondered
why I was subjecting myself to this hassle.
These feelings were reinforced a couple of days later when on the bus
from Gilgit to Pasu we encountered another of the 'specialties de la region'
that is, mud slides. These can be enormous and happen regularly when
it rains, hurtling down the sides of the valley and setting like concrete in
next to no time. The bus halted and there was a charge of passengers to
the exit. The entrepreneurial spirit of the Hunza people soon manifests
itself, as almost before the avalanche is over, there appears on the other
side a mish mash of jeeps, wagons and anything on wheels, ready to charge
extortionate prices for the next stage of the journey.
Getting to these vehicles across the knee-deep rapidly setting mud,
weighed down by two heavy rucksacks, is not easy and it's definitely everyman for himself in this Muslim-dominated neck of the woods.
After several more of these incidents culminating in crossing an
advancing glacier
which has now crossed the road!
we staggered out
of our jeep at Pasu to be greeted like old friends. The previous year we
had achieved notoriety by trekking up the Batura glacier without porters.
Not the done thing for self-respecting memsahibs. Why it caused such a
stir I cannot imagine as every year the entire female population of the
village migrate there, complete with yaks, goats, children and food for a
three month stay
it must be a sight to behold.
Up to now I had been holding up well against the Cormack efficiency
and had not disgraced myself. We had spent an abominable morning hiring
porters
correction, two porters and a guide.
This was an exhausting business and to escape we went for a walk. It
was then that I realised that the boots I had brought with me were not in
fact mine
not only that but they were two sizes too large. I shall never
forget the look on Sheila's face when I finally plucked up the courage to
announce this. To add to it all, I had committed the cardinal sin of going
out for a walk without a hat! Obviously not brought up on Ilkley Moor!
Feeling like hell on earth (the midday sun had a similar effect to half a
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bottle of Glen Morangie on head and stomach) we hit the Shimshal path
at 5 a.m. the next day. Within minutes help was at hand in the shape of
a road gang who relieved me of my 351b sack and provided brews of the
now all too familiar disgusting sweet tea. The road-building programme is
expected to take five years. There was certainly no sense of urgency prevailing and it seems unlikely that the ruination of the Shimshal valley will
occur in the next ten years.
The Shimshal gorge is an impressive place
dark and narrow with
towering steep walls of extremely loose rock. By mid-afternoon of the
second day I was beginning to get used to the dizzying drops, hellish scree
slopes and the prevailing atmosphere of danger when we were subjected
to our first river crossing. The sight of a Karakoram river in full spate is
enough to make the blood run cold. The only com'forting thought was that
if we fell in, death would be pretty instantaneous. We crossed Tyroleanstyle, perched on a weird arrangement of tent and very suspect bits of
rope, string and even bootlaces. Not the sort of arrangement to inspire
confidence but the contraption worked.
We spent a very civilised night in an empty house higher up the gorge.
The Shimshali people seem to travel up and down the gorge regularly and
there are several of these houses on route where travellers may stay.
Having crossed the Malangotri glacier on the afternoon of the fourth
day we were in sight of our first objective
Shimshal. To be honest, I
was somewhat disappointed
quite what I had expected I'm not sure but
it seemed identical in appearance to all the other villages in the Hunza
valley
except of course for the approach.
We were escorted to the Distaghil Star Cottage, the village's oneroomed hotel
'Your Every Luxury Catered For' assured the sign, a
bowl of warm water with which to wash
but no lavatory
"Use the
garden!" Feeling at my lowest ebb (the effects of the hatless walk still
taking their toll) I collapsed on the bed and tried to sleep but the room
immediately filled with the village dignitaries
all men
with about
three words of English between them. Getting rid of them proved difficult
and I was anxious for them to be off as within minutes of our arrival I had
felt the all too familiar itchings on my leg and spotted two enormous bites.
Feeling very confident that we could handle this problem, out came the
Bob Martins (dog flea powder), which we sprayed everywhere until the
room resembled a Christmas card scene. Some time was spent discussing
the genus of a gruesome-looking beast which seemed resistant to the
powder. The conclusion was reached that as the place looked so clean and
the people so nice it must be some harmless stray from out-side.
In spite of being ravenous we were unable to eat the odious mixture of
rice and soured sheep's milk which was served up for dinner. Anticipating
a night of luxury, I warned Sheila not to wake me before eight as we also
had thoughts of a rest day on the morrow.
A torrent of foul language delivered in a loud, angry voice woke me up
at dawn. To my amazement it was Sheila
covered in enormous bites all
itching furiously. We came to the conclusion that the harmless beast had
in fact been a bed bug and that it had many relatives and friends in
residence in both beds. All thoughts of a rest day vanished, a decision
which did not go down at all well with the porters.
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In the heat of the late afternoon sun we made our way up a steep, open
slope leading to the most spectacular gorge imaginable. The night was
spent scratching our bites perched on a tiny bivouac ledge with a sheer
drop of some 4,000 feet to the river at the bottom of the gorge a prelude
to the terrors of the next day which was spent traversing above the gorge.
We had come this way to cut off a day's march and as few people used
one could say non-existent with several
the route the path was poor
areas of scrambling to Mod standard on the way. Many years ago while
climbing at Tremadoc with Kate we overheard a tourist say, "One false
move and she'll be dead". The phrase reverberated round that gorge all
they were unhappy
day! To add to it all, we were having porter trouble
at having missed out on their rest day.
We eventually scrambled down to the river, crossed it Tyrolean-style,
and realised that the path ahead had fallen into the river. The alternative
was to head straight up from the river bank and ascend what Sheila
described as a 2,000 foot sand dune. In a state of total collapse (again!)
we reached the top and there was the wide 'yak way' leading to the
Shimshal Pass and the summer grazing grounds at Shuwert.
I actually enjoyed the next two days which were spent on a leisurely
danger-free amble along the wide path. When we reached the Shimshal
a flat
Pass we saw spread out before us the 'Maidan Abdullah Khan'
the
plain surrounded by lovely hills. It was a sight I shall never forget
sense of wildness and remoteness was overwhelming and at any moment
I expected to see bands of Khirgiz galloping towards us. Alas there were
none but Shuwert was only two hours away. We had finally arrived at
Aziz's famous "beautiful Pamir". All along the route our oohs and aahs
this view and that view were nothing to that at "my
had been scorned
beautiful Pamirs". It was difficult to disagree with him.
no Europeans
Our arrival at the summer village caused quite a stir
had been there since Schomberg and Shipton in the thirties and certainly
no females ever before. The village was at 15,000 feet with an icy wind
blasting around playing havoc with lips and faces.
We grudgingly allowed the porters a rest day to spend with their families
although we found the scene far from restful being constantly surrounded
by children and animals. The residents were most hospitable and we were
invited to lunch on the local dish, an amazing concoction of thin chapattis
sandwiched together with the village cream cheese (made from a mixture
of yak, goat and sheep milk), the whole being drowned in a pool of rancid
only for those with a strong stomach. Having survived this
yak butter
we were horrified to learn that we had to visit three more houses in
succession for a repeat performance. It seemed churlish to refuse and it
was a grin and bear it situation thanking our lucky stars that we were off
the next day.
It was with great ceremony that we departed, the whole village turning
we had acquired
out to see us off. The team was temporarily larger
three yaks to carry the gear and a couple of local lads who were to bring
them back.
We were back in real desert country heading towards the Shahsgam
river and stopped the night in a most unexpected and delightful green
patch of willows on the banks of the Braldu river. Up until that afternoon
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Exciting river
crossing

Annabelle —
Karakoram '86
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Braldu River
from above Chikar

Annabelle on a
rickety bridge

Photos —
Sheila Cormack
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we had deliberately not thought of the Braldu since leaving Pasu. There
was a good reason for this — the only way across being by swimming yak!
The next morning saw a slow procession out towards the already swirling
river. We were assured that yaks regularly swim rivers and only relatively
few drown — a comforting thought as we watched the porters and our
luggage launch out towards the opposite bank; within a short time the
not-so-bold Aziz was back with the shivering yaks. Whether the shivering
was due to the icy water only we were not sure but had a shrewd suspicion
that fear might be playing a part. This was confirmed when, after being
tightly secured to the beasts, they flatly refused to go back into the river.
Aziz did nothing to inspire confidence as he admitted for the first (but not
the last) time that he was concerned for our safety. After what seemed
like hours of shouting and beating with sticks the lads on the bank finally
got my yak moving and it charged a hundred yards down the bank before
launching off into the river, the others following like sheep. Once under
way, it was almost enjoyable — if a trifle cold and wet. The fact that there
was nothing we could do an>way — we were tied on so tight breathing
was a major difficulty — made us abandon everything to fate
Once on the opposite bank we were horrified to see a verti. ' wall some
25 feet hight blocking our route towards the glacier. After a great deal of
effort and performance we surmounted this and, when a couple of hours
later we reached a rather unique hut and sheepfold, called it a day. This
fold and the small hut into which five of us crouched were built entirely
of yak dung. I can't imagine what it must be like when it rains. Fortunately
it didn't.
Aziz and Chraghdir were 'experts' on the Braldu glacier having been all
the way up it hunting ibex several winters previously. They assured us it
was perfectly flat and easy going. This was far from the case and there
followed four days of hell climbing up, down, round and over house-sized
mounds of tottering moraine. Not my idea of fun, especially as it was
noticeable that each boiling hot morning clouded in earlier every
afternoon. Even once we were off the moraine the snow/ice section of the
glacier proved to be riddled with crevasses and holes.
The worsening weather began to raise doubts as to whether we should
in fact actually cross the Lukpe La. Cross it? Firstly we had to find it. The
Cormack navigation and pre-trip planning worked like a dream and on the
4th August we spotted Tilman's Cairn on the Crevasse glacier proving we
were on target.
We woke at dawn the next day to the all-too-familiar sound of rain on
the tent. The number of times I have welcomed this sound as heralding a
rest day were forgotten. I was absolutely livid and we decided there was
no question of going back — how could we cross the river? Frenzied
activity got the tent down and we were off — before the porters realised
the gravity of the situation, and before the weather worsened.
It did just that, slowly and steadily. We reached the Lukpe La in a semi
white-out, having floundered our way up sometimes ankle, often knee and
sometimes thigh-deep snow. There was no sense of elation at the top but
an overwhelming sense of seriousness. Instead of the expected gentle slope
on the other side the ground was much steeper — made much worse by
the thick mist and heavy snowfall.
10
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We decided to lose height as quickly as possible as it was also quite late
in the afternoon by now and we only had a compass to give us any idea
of where we were going. At the worst possible moment the bravery of the
porters gave out. They untied, sat down and took off the sacks — all we
needed. Ladylike behaviour and language were abandoned as we screamed
at them in our best teacher voices.
After what seemed an age of alternately screeching and cajoling we
crept down among the bergschrunds and crevasses hoping for a miracle.
They do happen — suddenly there was a flattish piece of ground on which
we rapidly put up the tent! The whole situation seemed pretty grave and
alarming and I had secret thoughts as to how long the storm might last.
Not a lot was said that night and it was with some relief that when Sheila
had to get up in the night she reported that she had spotted a gap through
the mist and snow and that the land ahead seemed flat. Relieved that
death would not come by a quick hurtle over some steep cliff I went back
to sleep.
The next two days were murder — floundering down the Sin Gang
glacier towards the Biafo in the thick mist and light snow fall. I lost count
of the number of 'holes' in the glacier I fell into and stopped worrying
about broken limbs, realising that trench foot was far more likely.
We knew we had reached the comparative safety of the Biafo when we
encountered an enormous rubbish dump. The Pakistanis do not take
exception to this pollution but it beats me that trekkers and expedition
members could leave such a disgusting mess.
It was a tremendous relief to know where we were. However, the misery
was not yet over — we still had to endure a 36-hour sojourn in the Barker
tent, famous for its non-water repellent properties. The snow had now
turned to rain — hence the delay; Sheila was by now quite debilitated by
the altitude sickness which had plagued her for days and she only wanted
to get down. She was not impressed by my ability to sleep soundly for
almost all the 36 hours whilst floating on a Karrimat in the lake that now
formed on the floor of the tent.
There was a definite air of anti-climax mixed with frustration that a
fantastic trip should end in a way that prevented even a peep at the superb
peaks that had surrounded us for a week. This was exacerbated by the fact
that on the last day on the lower Biafo and on the main path to Askole,
the weather had cleared. Immediately the old cockiness of the porters
returned and, arguments forgotten, they escorted the "brave ladies" to the
delights of Skardu.
There were moments on the trip when I promised myself a restful
holiday next year, but the trip has awakened in me a real taste for wild
areas — the question is, where will we find another?
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TRUE GRIT
(CYCLING THE THREE PEAKS OF BRITAIN)
Dave Woolley and Andy Llewelyn

It all began innocently enought. A Committee meeting had been called,
and whilst it was slowly drawing to a close, John the president of the
Rucksack Club had leaned towards Andy and me. He had that serious and
determined expression on his face and, knowing John as we do, we were
worried. k Tm, 'er, thinkin' of cycling the Three Peaks. How do you fancy
supporting me — it's in May?"
It was not long before John's schedule was in our possession and the
scene was set for a real 'epic 1
On Friday 17 May, the plot was to meet at Andy's house. The President
arrived, Andy's car was loaded (bike on top and gear everywhere), the
back tyres subsequently flattened, and with fond farewells we left for
Beudy Mawr. The drive to Wales was uneventful enough, except to note
a resolute and silent atmosphere which grew more serious as the weather
gradually deteriorated into that all-too-familiar rain!
The following morning we were joined by friends. The team set off for
Snowdon summit, leaving Andy with the car at Pen-y-Pass. We arrived at
that well-known trig point at approximately four fifty a.m. in preparation
for a five o'clock scheduled start time.
A glance at the watch, it was five o'clock, and we were off — pacing
out over boulders, picking a few steps through the remnants of snow at
the top of the pig track, and so descending rapidly to the valley below.
I went slightly ahead as we approached Pen-y-Pass car-park, to tell Andy
to get his breakfast ready. It was all prepared, of course, except we had
forgotten such luxuries as water for a drink. Luckily it was not required
on this occasion. At six o'clock, he promptly straddled his bike and headed
off on the first leg to Scotland.
All this activity, at such a ridiculous hour of the morning, had left his
support team in a state of semi-shock and so, we decided to restore
ourselves at a Little Chef. Two Full Fry-ups were ordered and
subsequently demolished. Whilst washing this down with a second cup of
tea and gazing idly out of the window, I spotted a bearded gentleman
cycling at great speed up the hill passing by the small cafe.
"It's him!" I cried to Andy. He was on his feet, I nearly choked on my
tea; we threw some money at the bewildered cashier and were on our way
again.
We made the stop a whole two minutes before he arrived at Corwen,
just in time for the Presidential 'rice pudding vanishing trick', and he was
gone, his figure blending in with the gloom beyond the car.
Patiently we awaited John at a rendezvous near Chester. I was snoring
and Andy was gazing intently out of the car-window into the sheeting rain.
Something had gone wrong. A quick inspection of the map revealed a
choice of routes. We had gone one way and the President the other.
It was at this moment we were able to recall John's fine words before
the event, instructing a casual enquirer about what he wanted from a
12
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support team, "I always go for a small, compact, efficient, competent,
cheerful and above all one-hundred-per-cent reliable support team. If you
get mumbly bumblies supporting you, you've got no chance"
We fell remarkably well into the latter category at this stage in the
proceedings. John appeared to be one hour behind schedule, so a frantic
telephone call to Sue was urgently made.
"Oh, he's just 'phoned; he's somewhere near Warrington".
The words had no sooner been said than Andy was driving with great
gusto towards the aforementioned place. An hour and a half later, we
caught him somewhere between Warrington and Wigan — very pleased
to see us. Onwards he went towards the north. At each meeting place I
would stand out in the rain, Andy would feed John in the car with food
and hot drinks. The rain didn't stop beating mercilessly on him when
cycling. By the time he reached Levens Bridge he had about one hundred
and fifty-six cycling miles in his legs. Andy and I discussed the situation
and decided to call the local Weather Forecast for the next twenty-four
hours.
"There will be rain, more rain, with high winds and very poor visibility
on the hills".
We hung up and met again at Windermere, but he was now in fine flow
on the bike and waved us on. The President arrived at the Old Dungeon
Ghyll car-park at six thirty that evening, bang on schedule. He had cycled
one hundred and eighty miles in twelve and a half hours, in torrential rain.
The fact that I would now accompany him up the highest mountain in
England was not in dispute. Together we ascended Scafell Pike by Rossett
Ghyll and Esk Hause.
At nine o'clock we stood on the summit of Scafell Pike, and quickly
scurried off down the corridor route towards Sty Head and Seathwaite,
beyond where I knew Andy would be waiting patiently. John seemed very
weary at this stage and I knew I had to keep him talking, but it was
somehow as though he knew all this and he chatted constantly. I ran the
last few hundred yards to Andy's car and together we supplied him with
hot food and drink, the rain still lashing down as hard as ever. A stew was
downed by John and half an hour's evening nap was taken. John left the
darkness of the Borrowdale valley at approximately eleven o'clock, only
thirty minutes behind schedule.
At about two thirty in the morning, just beyond Carlisle, we stopped to
brew up. A gentleman of the Law had materialised to enquire "precisely
what we thought we were doing?" Andy had only just begun to explain,
when he pronounced us all totally mad and disappeared as if it had all
been an illusion.
On we went — Gretna, Lockerbie, Moffat Junction, Abington,
Hamilton and on up the A74. John followed obediently through the
winding, dreary streets of central Glasgow, not the finest place on earth
on a Sunday morning, and out through the slums of Clydebank. We stop
ped only for the inevitable haggis and chips — three times. It was still
raining as we motored on towards Dumbarton. The weather had improved
to a steady drizzle along the shores of Loch Lomond, but by the time we
reached Tyndrum it was pouring again, and conditions were deteriorating
as a strong wind was gathering over the moors.
13
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As we sat waiting on Rannoch Moor for John's arrival, there was a
feeling that a decision had to be made. It was John who made it and that
was the best way. It was seven o'clock. The whistle would be temporarily
blown and play would be resumed early next morning. What a relief! But
what now? Where were we to sleep and eat? Before anyone could speak
another word, as if beamed down from Heaven above, an odd-looking car
appeared and two Hostfords got out and invited us to stay at the Grampian
Club Hut in Glen Etive. Within the hour we were in a warm hut, had hot
food and wine in front of us and we were starting to recount the journey.
A good night's sleep was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Next morning, at ten thirty, we set John off on the last leg of his trip.
He was to go from the head of Glen Etive to the foot of Ben Nevis. The
wind had moderated by now, but it was still drizzling. The support team
had been expanded by two Hostfords and Felicity Andrews.
It was two in the afternoon on Monday 19 May. I was prepared for a
pleasant, leisurely walk to the summit. Instead, the pace was as hot as any
Rucksack Club walk I've ever known, with the President out in front. The
five-minute start which I thought could easily be made up was not, and in
those immortal words the ever-faithful support team had clearly been
"burnt off". We arrived on the summit some time after John at about
three fifteen.
No views were seen. In fact, the summit was quiet save for a few
Rucksackers congratulating a man on just having cycled the three peaks
of Britain. He had not only cycled approximately four hundred and thirty
miles in forty-one hours fifty-five minutes, he had ascended ten to eleven
thousand feet and burnt off two lads only half his age in the process. He
looked cold, tired and hungry, but there was that all important look of
satisfaction and achievement in his eyes. There was no hiding it now!
It was still raining as we glissaded down the slopes of Ben Nevis and I
reflected that I had never before seen such a show of stamina, strength,
courage and determination as had been displayed this weekend.
This article is included in The Journal because John's remarkable achieve
ment was carried out as a sponsored event, the proceeds of which were given
to the Pinnacle Club towards the hut fund.
We are very grateful to him for this effort.
He was subsequently a guest at the 1987 dinner at which he resurrected
the song following this article. It has been included as a record for
members' interest.

14
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John Preparing for Action
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AN APOLOGY
BY A MERE MAN
AIR:

"The Great American Railway"

Pinnacle Club Annual Dinner — Old Dungeon Ghyll Hotel
February, 1953

In nineteen hundred and twenty-one
The Pinnacle Club was first begun.
We smiled — we even thought it fun
To chaff the Pinnacle Ladies!
In nineteen hundred and twenty-two,
We wondered what we ought to do,
We thought it would die, but it grew and grew!
The Climbing Club of the Ladies!
In nineteen hundred and twenty-three
They swarmed on the rocks from cairn to scree.
If you dodged them there, you met them at tea,
Those parlous Pinnacle Ladies.
In nineteen hundred and twenty-four
We found them leading climbs galore.
We growled, we groused, we even swore!
Presumptuous Pinnacle Ladies!

16
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The list of members grew apace
Lithe of limb and fair of face,
They climbed with skill, they climbed with grace,
Those parlous Pinnacle Ladies!
In nineteen hundred and thirty-three
They built a hut in Cwm Dylee,
It's much too cold and crude for me,
O! Spartan Pinnacle Ladies!
In nineteen hundred and twenty-one
My climbing days had scarce begun,
And, puffed with pride, I thought it fun
To pull the legs of the Ladies.
But now in nineteen fifty-three,
I'm not the man I used to be,
So I ask your pardon on bended knee
You peerless Pinnacle Ladies.
Postscript:—
In nineteen hundred and fifty-nine
They issued a journal superfine.
They sure know how to shoot a line,
Those priceless Pinnacle Ladies.

17
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"BURRO PERDIDO"
AND OTHER ESCAPADES
Angela Soper, 1987

Approaching the Sastrugi Snow on Que Huisha

Photo — Angela Soper

The Rio Colca rises on the altiplano of Peru, fed from the snows above.
It cuts through layer upon layer of lava and ash, and the mountains squeeze
the torrent into one of the deepest canyons of the world — the home of
condors, not people. But upstream of the Colca gorge the valley is wider,
flatter and fertile. The Incas cultivated this stony land with irrigated ter
races, as do their descendants today, still using only simple tools and
ploughs drawn by oxen. On the altiplano graze herds of llama, alpaca and
sheep, tended by a few families who endure the extreme climate without
relief. The Colca valley is bounded to the north by the Nevada Mismi
range, and to the south the volcano Ampato fumes by night and day.
We came in the Peruvian winter — fourteen members of the Yorkshire
Schools' Exploring Society with the white rose emblem on our packs. The
plan was to descend the Colca gorge and to climb Ampato (6288 m), thus
exploring over a great range of height. Our bus from Arequipa climbed
the slow dirt road between the classic cone of El Misti (5822 m) and the
snow peak Chachani (6057 m), and the altiplano opened before us. We
saw our first llama, supercilious animals with coloured ribbons in their
ears, and many strange birds. At last Ampato appeared in the distance,
18
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threatened by storm clouds, and then vanished as the little vehicle crawled
down into the Colca valley. We camped at dusk in a bare field, separated
from its look-alikes by walls of stone and mud, topped by growing cacti.
The sun crashed out behind a prickly pear, turning it momentarily into an
Inca head-dress, and left us shivering under stars we did not know.
For our trek down the canyon we hired donkeys (burros) and a driver
(arriero) in the village of Cabanaconde. Even with the help of Mario, our
"liaison officer," this took a whole day to arrange, giving Carol plenty of
time for the medical tests. Children soon discovered our camp and we
dared not leave it unattended. The girls wore layers of ragged clothes,
jumpers, ponchos, skirts and tracksuits in any order, with sandals made
from tyres on their cracked bare feet. Each brown faced peeped from
under a lacy bonnet with embroidered bands. Gilly sketched the designs
while Belinda tried to get the girls to sing, but they were very shy. Not so
the little boys, who threw stones at the tents and had to be chased away.
They knew exactly how cross we were pretending to be.
I wandered into the village, a typical collection of simple mud huts.
Suddenly there was the sound of fiesta and I found myself dancing to a
brass band with a woman who wore two embroidered skirts, a garland of
fruit, and her best bonnet. A glass of chicha was thrust into my hand and
a drunken old man tried to embrace me. I tried to explain that my friends
were waiting but it was hard to pull away from my "partner" who was only
short but stocky and very strong.
Next day, with the burros in the lead, we trekked into the gorge down
a steep, rocky path. We could see the river far below and a village in a
tributary valley on the other side. It didn't pay to scan the sky for condors
— better to watch the ground for cactus spines! I tried to log the geology
(not normally done going downward) but the young people quickly lost
interest; the heat was too much for them. We found a cave with bones in
it, probably human remains. There were lava columns, some thousand
feet high in places but not suitable for climbing. The burros hated the
suspension bridge over the river and had to be bullied across. It was a
weary team that camped above the village of Tapay that evening. This
place is accessible only by routes such as ours, so it gets very few visitors;
no wonder the people were afraid of us.
After our gorge trek, we needed to acclimatise to altitude, and decided
therefore to attempt the peak Que Huisha (5300 m) in the Nevado Mismi
range. Our base for this was Maca, a village upstream of the Colca gorge,
where we were greatly helped by Francisco, the head man. It was necessary
to buy supplies from the market town of Chivay, which meant rising before
dawn for the local bus — no great problem when the cocks crow at 5 a.m.
At six the old bus pulls up at the church and hoots loudly. When he is
ready the driver bump-starts it into the plaza and the passengers pile on,
their ponchos wrapped tightly against the freezing cold. We competed for
space with big sacks of crops and even live chickens. The lads were very
good at shopping in the market and quickly learned how to haggle, but
they would indulge in fried doughnuts, cooked by old women who spent
the day sitting on the pavement with a primus stove . . ., and some paid
the penalty later. So we were back at camp in the heat of the day, for the
regular afternoon dust-storm.
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In the morning seven burros (one with a foal) and an arriero called
Tomas arrived as expected and we loaded up with great care. Unfor
tunately, about a mile from Maca it was necessary to ford the Colca river
and the animals would not co-operate until we had unloaded them again,
and even then they were most reluctant. The crossing was more scary than
dangerous, depending on one's size, but it was late by the time we had
relayed the loads, and we were cold and wet. Tomas was determined to
make up for lost time and marched us higher and higher up stony tracks
to camp in the dark by an irrigation channel. Steady progress next day
brought us to high pastures where we could see in the distance great herds
of llama and sheep. Que Huisha jutted over the horizon. As the track
petered out it became harder to stop the burros wandering away. We
camped at the limit of grazing, while Tomas settled among the boulders
in his poncho, cheerfully refusing a Goretex bivvy bag. For him and the
burros, a day of rest.
Our water bottles froze solid inside the tents and delayed the start, but
eventually everyone reached a hidden lake that mirrored our peak, its
surface broken only by diving birds. There was a clear view across the
Colca valley to distant Ampato, as always breathing a spiral of gas into
the sky. Long tedious screes followed and we looked forward naively to
the snow, which was reached via a strenuous boulder-field. Alas! the
reward for our exertions was appalling sastrugi, great fragile plates stacked
on their sides, almost impossible to walk on or between. One by one the
young people mutinied, until the leaders were in the middle of a snow field
and everyone else still on the rocks at the bottom (within easy shouting
distance). The altimeter read well over 5000 m and we seemed to be about
two rope lengths from the summit, a shattered pinnacle of rock. But night
falls fast in the Andes and the temperature change is drastic in the extreme.
We packed it in and made a rapid descent. The team flaked out on huge
clumps of "moss" that felt like polystyrene. We asked them if the effects
of altitude were as we had described. "Worse, far worse," they groaned.
Back in the Colca valley we reorganised, with ten burros for the longer
trek to Ampato. There were complications because some of the party were
not well (especially the doughnut eaters). While we leaders were discussing
contingency plans Tomas arrived, loaded the waiting gear and set off, as
arrieros normally do, with the young people in attendance. Our failure to
supervise the departure was a bad mistake: we soon realised that there
were only nine burros. Somehow one had set off on its own without being
noticed. Tomas panicked — it was his brother's donkey — and ran about
frantically despite the heat. Most of the young people, not really under
standing what was going on, flaked out by the track, and the other burros
just grazed. Hours later we were in the same position with no option but
to go back and pitch the camp we had struck that morning. The girls were
worst off; their tent and sleeping bags were on the missing load, together
with all the ice-axes, so they had to improvise with duvets and bivvy sacks.
Gilly drew lifelike cartoons of the "burro perdido" and we labelled them
carefully in Spanish. The young people then roamed round the Colca
valley in pairs, showing the pictures to everyone they met, but no-one
responded. Belinda made a special journey into Chivay to report the
matter to the police and then, helped by Mario, we made contact with
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Francisco and the heads of other villages. We offered a reward of 200 Intis
(about £8) for the return of the donkey and its load (gear worth £1000!)
and waited for the bush telegraph to work. We were convinced that some
one had helped the animal to disappear and was now embarrassed by the
easily identified loot. Sure enough, on the third frustrating day, a caballero
galloped into camp driving the missing burro in front of his horse. He spun
some confused yarn about children, and required the lads to follow him.
They found the gear buried in a nearby field; we had lost nothing except
200 Intis and our precious time.
So we left the Colca valley to its secrets and trekked towards Ampato,
intending to emerge a week later on a "road" and be met by Mario with
a vehicle. The vastness of the altiplano was overwhelming. We all had to
encourage the heavily-laden donkeys, shoving them along and muttering
"burro, burro" like Tomas did; and girls always got the best results. There
were animal tracks in all directions. Water was scarce and unpredictable.
We passed a shrine to the Virgin Mary, built of stones and mud and
decorated with flowers. The nights were bitter and very long; once we
seemed to hear pan-pipes. We could understand why the Incas were sunworshippers. A woman appeared from nowhere with her baby
wrapped in her shawl, a toddler at her feet, and the inevitable coca leaf
on her lower lip. She told us proudly that she had eight children. On the
third day we reached the great lava flow that gushed from Ampato ten
thousand years ago and spread for six miles. It could have formed yester
day, this vast tongue of cracked and reddened rocks. In a weird landscape
at about 4500 m we made base camp and Tomas turned for home.
Because of the lost donkey escapade, there was now no chance of
reaching the summit of Ampato and the team's still catching their flight
home. The problems were logistic rather than technical: we needed to
cross 10 km of volcanic desert to the snow and then climb 1000 m, far too
much for the one short day we could spare. Nevertheless we explored as
high as possible. I was useless that day and kept falling asleep in the warm
sand, but the other leaders and two of the lads trudged all the way up to
a snowy col below the smoking vent and above the lava flow. Despite
sirtking in at every step, first on the ash then on the snow, they reached
5600 m, the high point of the Y.S.E.S. expedition.
Belinda, Gilly and I had two more weeks in Peru, during which we
headed east. As we approached the border, Kate's descriptions of Bolivia
came vividly to life, especially the women in bowler hats. We visited the
island of Taquile in Lake Titicaca and spent a night there in the home of
a family, sleeping in a thatched mud hut with barely standing room. At
the top of the island (400 m above the lake but 4000 m above sea level)
was a kind of Stonehenge in red sandstone. We could see huge snow peaks
in Bolivia, under intimidating grey skies. From Titicaca I went to the
jungle and Macchu Picchu while Belinda and Gilly travelled on a lorry to
the Cordillera Apolobamba. They came across the highest gold mine in
the world and made a recce of Ananea (5842 m), a mountain just waiting
to be traversed and a far more difficult proposition than Ampato, where
they had amazing adventures and strokes of good fortune . . But that is
Belinda's story.
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A RECONAISSANCE OF ANANEA
Belinda Swift
The rest of the Yorkshire Schools' expedition had returned to Britain,
and three of us, Angela Soper, Gilly Greenwood and I remained for two
weeks. We had plans, but these were not discussed, as we needed to laze
in the sun and enjoy some personal recuperation time. Arequipa is a
lovely town in which to do this.
Soon our thoughts turned to 'what next?' and we tried to put into action
a plan discussed and researched in Britain. Jim Curran had been very
helpful in showing us his slides of the Apolobamba region, on the Peru/
Bolivia border, north east of Lake Titicaca, and had mentioned a mountain
called Ananea, after the nearby village of the same name. It sounded
remote and exploratory and it attracted us.
Once 'in the field,' of course, you realise there are questions about
which you should have asked more detail. The current one being exactly
which market place, in the busy town of Juliaca, where we now were, was
the one from where the lorries left for Ananea. Having spent half a day
on this, we gave up and got a taxi to Puno on Lake Titicaca. A leaky boat
chugged us out to the island of Tacquile the following morning. It was a
lovely twenty-four hours. Each family takes it in turn to have the visitors
to stay. Our straw-thatched room was most cosy, and the sleeping bags
fitted well on the raised earth shelf that surrounded three walls. We caught
a brief glimpse of mountains near da Paz, but the expected blue skies were
not on the menu for us, in fact it snowed on the return boat journey.
Back in Juliaca we were 'hotter on the trail/ It was only certain days of
the week that trucks left. It was now August the 25th, and we had five
days left to use. We left the hotel at 7 a.m., and found a truck, supposedly
leaving at 9 a.m. It would go to Ananea; a gold mining village, and con
tinue on to the jungle. Standing in the back of the truck we could not see
over the sides of the vehicle. It set off, empty, save ourselves, on a tour
of markets and warehouses, returning to the square, still empty. The driver
said we would be leaving at 10.30 a.m. I hopped off to buy some 'iron
rations,' sensing a long trip. I came out of the shop armed with raisins and
bread buns. No truck; just some little boys who eagerly assured me it had
left and gone, not to return. I sat beside these shoe-shine boys and
imagined Angela and Gilly climbing the side of the truck to lean head first
over the windscreen in an attempt to attract the attention of the driver.
An American girl anthropologist and her Peruvian friend turned up. By a
stroke of luck he was a nephew of the Mayor of Ananea and wrote me a
letter of introduction. After two hours a relieved pair gave me a shout.
Angela and Gilly were visible over the sides of the truck, as they were
now standing on sacks of sugar, onions, tins of condensed milk and cooking
oil. I boarded, and off we set again for another tour of Juliaca. Soon we
were about thirty-six passengers, including babies, and a lamb, and space
was at a premium. Angela was having second, third and fourth thoughts
about the journey, and when we stopped yet again she hopped off to visit
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Cusco instead. By then I was 'in neutral' and half of me was beneath
human forms anyway, so Gilly and I stayed. The lamb caused a stir by
doing its business on a lady's pink velour skirt and was promptly
despatched into a sack, which then reared and bucked in a weird fashion.
At last we reached the open road only to be stopped by armed per
sonnel. I imagined terrorist trouble and thought that Angela had done the
right thing, but no, it was only the floods at Huancane, so we must re-route
via Chupa. We learnt later that terrorists had blown-up a petrol tanker,
fortunately empty, enroute from Ananea. The scenery, in the rapidly fad
ing daylight, was spectacular. By a lake, flamingoes paraded; compact
farmsteads showed glimpses of local life; wild rock strata reared in crazy
lines up and over hillsides. The night descended and the stars shone bril
liantly. Our feet went numb, and we were into the 'grin and bear it' stage.
We became aware of the height we had gained as snow appeared on either
side of the road.
Suddenly we were jolted out of our mesmerised state as the truck
stopped and we had to act quickly to get our sacks down. As forewarned
by Jim, we were in the middle of nowhere, and it was a vast flat icy
landscape. The lights of Ananea twinkled in the distance, but there seemed
little point going there at 1 a.m., even if we could have managed our loads.
We put the tent up and slept well. The morning view was amazing. The
mountains beckoned and all around us glistened in the clear, dry air.
Shouldering our sacks and holding the food sack between us, we
staggered up the road. The rapidly melting snow nearby, uncovered the
unwelcome sight of rusting tins, and other rubbish. The machinery of the
mine ahead could be heard, as could the sound of an approaching vehicle.
It stopped and out stepped a tall Canadian, holding out his hand to us.
He was Joe Kovacik, a geologist, working for the United Nations, pros
pecting for gold, in conjunction with Mina Peru. He offered us to stay in
his hut on the work site. He had a spare room and two beds and he was
delighted to see us as they had had no visitors for over two years. Not only
could he offer us transport to the mountain and hospitality, but also he
was a mountaineer with all the gear there and no-one to climb with.
What luck!
We showered, ate and explored the mine. Local people were panning
for gold, endlessly sifting through muddy stream water. The air was cold,
and the sun burning. We breathed heavily as we ascended the hill to obtain
a view of the Ananea range. We had intended to attempt the summit via
the long, but supposedly, easy east ridge, but time was short, and since
Joe wanted to join us it seemed more sensible to reconnoitre the south
ridge. This is initially very easy of access as the mining village of
Rinconanda, which has been in operation since pre-Inca times, is placed
at its foot.
On arrival in this village Joe immediately engaged boys to carry our
sacks. Off they set at a cracking pace. The village was an incongruous
mixture of life as it has always been, and the 20th century. The corrugated
iron roofs glared, and the steep runnels of fluted ice shone from the face
of the mountains behind. Joe pointed out the quartz veins near where gold
might be found. I began to find the going very hard work and when we
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stopped I flopped down and moaned. When we reached the snow we had
to send the boys back. The steep short slope took us onto a ridge beyond,
which was a bowl of snow, with a rock outcrop on the far side. In this
sheltered bowl, we placed our tents. I crawled inside feeling 'fluish' and
was nearly asleep when Joe and Gilly said they were going to investigate
the ridge. It seemed seconds later when I heard voices. Gilly said they
hadn't been far but they had learnt a lot. They had climbed twenty metres
uphill from the tents when the slope had broken into slabs and avalanched.
Gilly had felt her legs folding beneath her, and soon would have been
head-over-heels had the snow not come to a halt. Joe's tent was almost
covered but mine had just escaped. Had they got a little further along the
ridge, the story might have been different, as beyond the rocks the slope
descended steeply to the glacier below. The east faces in general were of
very unstable snow, the sun not having time to effect consolidation. I
tested this the following day whilst hanging onto some rocks, and was
shocked at how ready the slope was to move. I was recovering this day
from being sick and I watched Gilly and Joe eagerly as they ascended the
south ridge. They reached the first of a number of difficulties, a sharp
point on the ridge, beyond which we couldn't see until the snow field and
ice seracs appeared leading up to the summit. It would be a serious way
up needing a higher camp than ours which was about 5200 metres. The
summit is 5842 metres.
I had the 'brew' ready for their return!
The map of Ananea is not easily obtainable as it is a sensitive border
area. However, Joe gave us a photo copy which I have if anyone would
like to make a visit to this fascinating and remote area.

Ananea S. Ridge

Photo — B. Swift
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SARDINES AND APRICOTS:
A MONTH IN HUNZA
Margaret A. Clennett

Our trip to the Karakoram in August 1985 started auspiciously, even
before we had left Rawalpindi airport. "Mrs Scott?" Steph was asked by
a Hunza man, on the look-out for a blonde Englishwoman. Doug's family
was not on our plane though, so taking us on as a substitute party, our
self-appointed guide found us taxis and a hotel, and took us to buy tickets
for the bus ride to Gilgit. There were four of us: Annabelle Barker, Sheila
Cormack, Steph Rowland and me, and a strange quartet we looked at
Tindi, jet-lagged, clad in our long skirts, and surrounded by rucksacks and
bags.
The journey to Gilgit took some 15 hours, including 2 stops, and with
the same driver for the whole time. The ride up the Karakoram Highway,
the KKH, has been described in Continents in collision (1), essential
background reading on the Karakoram. After a day for recuperation and
shopping, we took another bus for a mere two hours, further up the road
to Ganesh, then a landrover up the last few steep miles to Karimabad,
capital of Hunza. Although much new building work was in evidence,
including a motor road, the town was still unspoilt by tourism, and British
visitors greeted with friendliness and enthusiasm.
The Karakoram valleys are desert-like, with subtle shades of brown and
grey, and sweeping mountainsides of scree. The villages are green
productive oases, thanks to intensive and imaginative irrigation, but the
poplar trees look incongruously tall in the flat, arid valleys. Hunza is
justifiably renowned for its apricots; everywhere we went children would
offer them by the plateful, and we could just pick them off the trees.
Rooftops, walls and flat rocks were covered with the harvested fruit,
orange carpets, drying in the sun.
Although the area lends itself to long, through treks, its potential for
shorter circuits is limited. We therefore decided on two 'there and back 1
trips, and a circuit to finish. Firstly we took an acclimatisation day up the
Ultar valley, walking up to high pastures and lush vegetation, not realising
how untypical the valley was, with its plentiful supply of water and alpine
meadow flowers.
Our three day trip to Hachindar revealed this. On the first day the skies
changed from cloudy, which they had been since our arrival in Hunza, to
clear, and we experienced the full effect of the Karakoram sun. By
9.00 a.m. it was warm, by 11.00 a.m. it was extremely hot. We had climbed
steeply out of the main valley, and were on a gently but relentlessly rising
track through course scrub. By midday we had seen no water for three
hours, had long since emptied our bottles, and there was no shade from
the merciless, scorching rays. Our two porters were decidedly unhappy,
and we were uneasy about what to do. Salvation was at hand, however,
and within twenty minutes we had reached a shepherds' camp, whose
inhabitants provided us with water, lassi (like liquid yoghurt) and the
shade of there stone hut. In the late afternoon We emerged to pitch the
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tents and find the water supply, a river, twenty minutes walk away, and
grey with sediment.
Leaving the porters to socialise, next day we headed up the hill. A clear
stream was greeted with delight; and soon afterwards we reached the main
ridge. With no risk of offending local sensibilities, we were able to strip
off and bask in the still comfortable sunshine, and enjoy the panorama.
Hachindar had been used as a survey peak in 1980, and the views were
marvellous — Diran, Shispare, the Ultar peaks, and distant snowy
mountains we did not identify. Straight across the valley was Rakaposhi,
elegant but formidable, with steep ridges, ice-cliffs and no apparently easy
line. Reluctantly we returned to the tents before the sun became too hot,
and next day made a leisurely descent. "Wagon coming", said the porters
optimistically, looking down the deserted KKH, up which we hoped to
hitch a lift. We ate all the accessible apricots from a nearby tree, and
eventually a lorry did stop. Back in Karimabad, Sheila found a damp patch
on her sack, and Anglo-Pakistan relations became somewhat strained
when she found its cause — moist, evil-smelling goat cheese exuding from
a split poly bag, all over her jacket and sleeping bag.
We moved further north, to Pasu, and decided on a five day trip on the
Batura glacier, this time without porters. Even with spartan rations of
hillfood, porridge, soup and sardines, our sacks felt too heavy for comfort.
Day one was dreadful. I had diarrhoea from too many apricots, and we
lost the marker cairns only minutes after starting to cross the glacier. For
two hours we floundered across this so-called dry glacier, up and down
rubble slopes, round and over hummocks, and across unstable boulders,
stones and scree. The path, when we eventually reached the other side,
was scant improvement. This was supposed to be an easy trek! Low morale
sank further into the depths as the sun rose higher. When Steph shouted
that she had found a pool, we thought it a cruel joke, but no — there
indeed, nestling among the boulders were two clear, deep pools. We drank
greedily, then jumped in. When shepherds appeared late in the afternoon
we were doubly embarrassed, being only half dressed, and in the process
of using their cooking gear. Our brief idyll was over, and the day ended
almost as badly as it had begun. According to the shepherds, the water in
the pool from which we had drunk was contaminated; the lentils we had
cooked for over an hour were crunchy, and my attempt at chapattis an
indigestible failure. All night I had stomach-ache and felt sick. Sleeping
under the stars, we provided the local vicious mosquitos with a tasty meal;
Annabelle and I awoke with swollen eyes, and I could not wear contact
lenses for 3 days.
The rest of the trip was the pleasure we had anticipated. The path was
easy, and on day two we followed a picturesque ablation valley, where
pink roses flowered. The Batura peaks were majestic and intimidating but
Pasu Peak looked feasible for a team with more modest aspirations. We
passed through small settlements, camping at the end of the third day at
Guchesan, the highest of the summer pastures. The local ladies, who take
the goats high for the summer, were very hospitable, inviting us into their
houses for lassi or Batura tea, a fragrant and refreshing speciality of the
area, made from the wild thyme which grows plentifully. Annabelle was
very successful at communicating with the women, who spoke only Waki,
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using a combination of sign language and facial expression, although topics
of "conversation" were inherently limited. Contrary to our expectations,
they were eager — indeed some demanded, to have their photos taken.
The glacier, one of the longest in the region, snaked tantalizingly on,
but we had to retrace our steps, this time enjoying views of Distagil Sar
across the main valley. We recrossed the glacier without losing our way,
and on day five were back on the KKH, somewhat further north of our
leaving point, and with the prospect of several miles road-walking in the
midday heat. After only a few minutes we rounded a bend to see a
primitive barrier across the road, and found we were the wrong side of the
notice which read "No foreigners beyond this point". A bureaucratic
policeman was dismayed that we were not even carrying passports, and
the incident took our minds off the road walk.
After a rest day, so called since we took no sacks on a stroll which
turned out to be a five hour marathon, and fortified by real food at the
Pasu Inn, we headed south to Chalt, a dismal village reached by crossing
the Hunza river on an extremely ricketty bridge. From here we would go
up the Daintar valley, cross the Daintar Pass, and descend the Naltar Gah
to Nomal. We had all our belongings with us, including a heavy urn, which
Annabelle had been unable to resist in Karimabad. The men, Shani
moslems, as opposed to the more liberal Ishmaelis of Hunza, were,
however, keen to act as porters, especially since the first day's walk was
on such a good track they were able to load — overload — two donkeys
with the baggage. We also had a "guide" since he could speak limited
English, but poor Abdul also had to carry a load, albeit lighter than the
others, and was easily surpassed by some of his companions on the hill.
Now the weather changed, and for the next week it was wet, cloudy,
and very Welsh. We walked up green valleys, through the deserted village
of Taling, and after some confusion about where to stay the night, (we
pitched camp, only to dismantle it half an hour later, for another hour's
trek), continued to the ubiquitous shepherds' settlement. Our attempt on
the pass next day was foiled by torrential rain, and we retreated not long
after setting out, to be consoled or distracted by the embarrasment of the
goodies proffered by the shepherds; lassi by the gallon, and a special
delicacy, goat liver in a strong sauce. Our second attempt was successful,
if long drawn-out, through waiting for the heavily laden porters. We
climbed up through birch forest, up open slopes of grass, willow and
juniper, then traversed scree slopes and moraine. There was even a glacier,
with a crevassed zone which was not visible until you were in it, and where
the porters became somewhat confused. Eventually we reached a shattered
ridge, a tottering heap of slate and rubble, which steepened at the top.
Here at least the ice-axes, superflous until now, became useful as walking
sticks, giving the porters an illusion of greater security.
From the shaly col, in the dull afternoon light, the rocky north face of
Shani looked black and impressive across the valley. Intermittently
through the cloud, we could see Snow Dome rising from the end of the
ridge upon which we sat, but our previous aspirations to climb it had long
since dissipated in the wind and rain. We had taken 8 hours to reach the
col, the views were limited, the weather poor, and we were getting chillier
by the minute. With no regrets we set off down scree slopes, which led to
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a grassy meadow by a stream, eventually pitching camp after an 11hour day.
Two shorter stages brought us to Lower Naltar, but en route we had
apparently become invisible. We had stopped for chai, and the villagers
brought out rugs for our porters to sit on, and gave them chapattis and
tea while ignoring us completely. Somewhat discomfited, Abdul made
sure that we too were fed and watered, though additional rugs were not
forthcoming. The Naltar valley has a reputation for great beauty, and the
greenery and lush pine woods are in vivid contrast to the barren Hunza
valleys further north. Nevertheless, an element of hostility was added to
this sylvan atmosphere, by our presence not being acknowledged, and also
by the fierce expression of the Patan-featured, gun-toting horsemen who
passed us on the track.
A bridge at Naltar was under repair, so instead of having an easy jeep
ride to Nomal, we stayed overnight with a friend of Abdul, who, without
prior notice, provided all 10 of us with an excellent meal and floor space
to sleep on, plus of course the inevitable dish of apricots. A dawn start
and two hour route march at unaccustomed speed, and we caught the
commuter bus to Gilgit.
Breakfast at the Golden Peak Inn was a gastronomic delight; our days
of porridge and sardines were over. The shops had huge heaps of dried
apricots on the floor, and we bought kilos of them to take home.
REFERENCE: Miller, K. Continents in collision. 1982.
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THE COAST TO COAST WALK
Dorothy Wright

During the winters of '79/'80 and '80/'81, Betty and I hit upon the idea
of doing the Calderdale Way — a 50 mile walk which skirts the industrial
towns of West Yorkshire. It was close enough to reach on a winter's
Saturday, so we tackled it in stages, never staying out for a whole weekend.
The short lengths were convenient for the short winter daylight hours.
There were a number of bonuses, such as the discovery of lemon verbena
tea at a vegetarian restaurant in Todmorden.
This gave us a taste for the "ways" — long-distance footpaths — and
when we have "done" Britain, France has many more. We had walked
enough parts of the Pennine Way, Cleveland Way, North Downs Way and
Offa's Dyke Path not to want to do these walks continuously, so we
decided to attempt the Coast to Coast walk of Wainwright's guide, to be
followed later by the Cotswold Way.
For our first session, August 1981, we took one car to Seascale to stay
the night with friends, then dump it on other long-suffering friends at St
Bee's. We seemed to walk endlessly along the coast in the "wrong" direc
tion — in fact we covered about five miles before coming to a signpost
saying "St Bee's 2 miles!" We dumped our too-heavy rucksacks on the seat
outside the pub and nearly had second thoughts. We were carrying
between us sleeping bags and a tent, etc., as accommodation at Ennerdale
Bridge seemed uncertain. Half way there it poured down, but fortunately
a kind lady at one of the council houses took us in — we must have looked
a sorry sight as we dripped all over her hall — so the tent was not needed
after all.
More rain the next day drove us to shelter at Black Sail, and we were
glad that Longthwaite Youth Hostel could provide both a meal and a bath.
The perfect, hot sunny day which followed gave us a gruelling walk over
Grisedale Pass to the dreaded crowded campsite at Side Farm, Patterdale,
where we rolled down the hill all night on the sloping field. We were met
there by Betty's already-installed husband, who took us back to St Bee's
to rescue the car next day.
We returned to Patterdale at the October half term, this time staying at
the luxurious youth hostel, to complete the next section to Kirkby Stephen
where we had left the other car. The rain, sleet and snow under foot made
the going hard to Shap via Kidsty Pike and we were thankful for a vacancy
at the King s Head at Shap. It was only 14 miles, over familiar hills, but
in the atrocious weather and short daylight hours it seemed a lot longer.
Shap-Kirkby Stephen is one of the longest sections (20 miles). We made
as early a start as the hotel breakfast would allow, but it was still too late
for that time of year, and we called it a day at Ravenstonedale, covering
about 17 miles before reaching our bed. We finished the rest of that section
the following day, past giants' graves and along the disused, overgrown
railway track, to be united with my car at Kirkby Stephen. This was
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followed by an afternoon of shuffling cars at Patterdale, a night at Kirkby
Stephen youth hostel, and another car shuffle next morning to Keld.
The 13 miles to Keld youth hostel via Standards Rigg were very pleasant.
A following wind almost blew us there, so we learnt the advantage of
doing the walk from West to East. The going was extremely rough much
of the time. We enjoyed a nostalgic meal at Kearton guest house, venue
of Alison Adam's Pinnacle Club meets, before spending the night at the
hostel and returning home.
The next "best section" of the walk — the North Yorkshire moors —
waited for August 1982, probably the best time of the year, when the
heather is in full bloom. We left the car at Osmotherley youth hostel,
where the most outstanding event was the Praline Meringue at the Queen
Catherine where we joined a friend for dinner. The walk to Clay Bank
Top follows the Cleveland Way, with a diversion at the end to reach bed
and breakfast at Great Broughton, 17 miles. The next day was one of our
longest at 19 miles. This walk was memorable for the chocolate sundae at
the Lion, Blakey, a very welcome break, but after the long weary miles
along the disused railway track past the moorland crosses (one was named
'fat Betty'!) we arrived shattered. We were alarmed at this stage by Betty's
hand which had been bitten by a dog before leaving home, and was now
swelling nastily and giving us (both) sleepless nights. Very fortunately,
chatting to some locals, one pointed the way to a caravan at a farm where
we spent a comfortable night, and as he was going to Whitby the next day
he offered to take us to the hospital for injections. There we went, and
took the train back to Grosmont, having done part of the next section in
the morning of our trip to Whitby. At Grosmont there is a railway exhibi
tion and we spent a little time amongst the railway enthusiasts and engines
before seeking bed and breakfast.
Robin Hood's Bay was 16 miles away, with very heavy rain reaching us
by lunch-time. We wandered down to the beach, but had little desire to
dangle our feet in the sea to celebrate the end of the walk. We had cheated,
anyway, as we had left out two sections in order to complete the North
Yorkshire moors section during heather time. It took a long day of 4 buses
and one train to rejoin our car at Osmotherley, but we were able to look
round pretty villages whilst waiting for connections, and enjoyed the
abbey, fish and chips, and jet shops at Whitby.
The 'filling in' bits were completed also in 1982 — the section from Keld
to Reeth, 11 hard miles in rain and sleet one weekend in March, and the
next section to Richmond along with 3 other Pinnacle Club members on
the *substitute Yorkshire meet' which Alison couldn't lead that year,
staying at Grinton Lodge hostel. We have still missed one section — the
rather dull (after all the mountain and moorland scenery) section across
the plain of York. It could have its interest in July as the crops are ripening.
Perhaps we will finish it off one year, for the sake of completion, but I am
not at all keen.
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BRITISH GASHERBRUM IV
EXPEDITION 1986
Chris Watkins
'Would you like to come to Gasherbrum IV?' — an invitation to join
the team as a support climber and to do some exploration of our own when
the lead climbers were pushing out the route higher up, 125 miles up the
Baltoro Glacier, a magnificent peak standing amongst the highest in the
world — Broad Peak, Chogalisa Golden Throne, Hidden Peak and K2. It
did not take me long to decide.
After fund raising, bank loans, etc., we had arrived in Pakistan and
walked to Base Camp. The walk-in is now a mixed bag of memories: of
hot, dusty, painful days, awe-inspiring scenery, smoky fires and com
panionship with our porters. It felt like I had stepped into one of the many
films I had seen of this walk. At last we arrived at base — Gasherbrum
IV, the peak that dominates the view for the final three days of the walk-in,
was now towering above us.
With the usual Karakorum balance of exceptionally good days
interspersed by storms, we spent three weeks establishing our Camp I and
fixing the route to our proposed Camp II on the West Ridge. We had all
the necessary food and equipment up to Camp I. For a climb of this length
(10,000 feet from base) and seriousness, it was imperative to get equipment
high on the mountain for the final stages.
As we climbed higher the subjective dangers became evident — the
couloir to our proposed Camp II was an avalanche shute and the whole
ridge was composed of rotten rock. We began to realise that our chances
of success on this technically extreme ridge were slim and we would con
tinually be in the firing line for loose rock. We took the difficult decision
to retreat, which involved removing all of our equipment from the hill.
We now planned to move to the other side of the mountain and attempt
the South Ridge.
We were only able to get 12 porters — it was bad weather and porters
did not want to be spending time at 15,000'. We had 48 loads so this
involved everybody acting as porters, each stage being done three times.
We had thought it would take two days. In fact it took over a week of
constant load carrying between 15,000 and 17,000'. We were carrying sacks
probably heavier than we would contemplate in Britain, six porters left us
and morale hit an all-time low. It had taken endless days of load carrying
but at last we made our new Base. We could now sit back and appreciate
our magnificent surroundings.
The next day found us climbing the ice fall — at last this was what we
had come for. It was interesting ground, fantastic weather and a real
chance of climbing the mountain. After a week of activity we had estab
lished Camp II and were all in Base Camp for a rest, but for me time was
running out and if I stayed I would be late back for work.
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The Gasherbrums

Photo — Chris Watkins
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Rhona Lampard
The day after Chris left for home we set off at 1 a.m. for our final
attempt on the mountain. It was necessary to set off early to enable us to
cross the worst of the crevasses before sun up. It took 9 hours to Camp I
that day and it set the pattern for the rest of the week — new snow every
night which meant trail breaking every morning. Nowhere on the glacier
was really safe. We always moved roped together and frequently fell down
hidden crevasses. There were continuous avalanches. Most kept their
distance but one or two got a bit close for comfort. A huge one off Gasherbrum IV crossed our tracks and covered us in snow.
Life on the the glacier was unreal. We were in the centre of an enormous
horseshoe made up of the six Gasherbrums and dominated by Gasherbrum
IV. Sitting alone outside my tent I would not have been surprised to have
been visited by a Yeti.
Nights were very cold and load carrying was done wearing full thermal
gear, windsuits, the lot. In the afternoon if the sun was out we could be
sunbathing but a few clouds would soon make us reach for our duvets.
Our major occupation in camp was melting snow for drinks and meals.
Whilst we were still in the process of stocking Camp III two members
had started climbing up the steep slopes leading onto the south ridge,
which they achieved. This had involved a lot of hard climbing; long runouts
on steep snow and ice which, like everything else on Gasherbrum IV, were
crumbling. Ropes were fixed from Camp III onto the ridge (20,000') as
without fixed ropes retreat down this slope would be very dangerous.
Pulling onto the ridge at 23,000' and looking across the Baltoro was a
fantastic moment, worth every ounce of the tremendous effort it had taken
to get there. I could see mountains everywhere — K2, Broad Peak,
Masherbrum, Mustagh Tower, Mitre Peak, and looking tiny in the
distance, Nanga Parbat and many, many more.
It was to be my last trip onto the ridge as on the descent to Camp III
that night, Andrew was hit by a stonefall which badly cut his hand and
arm. As doctor, I returned with Andrew to Camp II the next day to suture
his wounds. We could not return to Base as crossing the crevasses at the
top of the icefield with only two was not on.
We were able to watch progress along the ridge over the next two days.
Things were looking good — 24,000' was reached and enough equipment
was moved up to make a push for the top after a rest at Camp III.
That night there was a very bad storm and lots of new snow was put
down. Andrew and I were safe at Camp II but the others at Camp III
^pent all night digging out their tents. In the morning, due to the worsening
weather and the time limit, it was reluctantly decided to retreat.
Due to the nature of the expedition and the necessity to move Base
Camp, Chris and I participated as full members of the expedition. It was
a marvellous experience and we were enthralled by the big mountains. We
have vowed to return some day.
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TWO WALKS IN KASHMIR
Sheila McKemmie and Mary Loukes
The driver drove like a lunatic, not caring if he hit the herds of sheep
and shaggy goats being driven towards him down the road. The bearded
herdsman shouted angry words, but it made no difference. On our arrival
at Pahalgam the bus was surrounded by men, all shouting for customers
for the different lodges. They would not leave us alone until we chose one,
so Bernties was the choice of the day. It was not too clean, but the food
was excellent.
Next day we set off up the track to Aru, passing gypsies and their herds
moving south for the winter. We decided to camp at Lidderwat, so we
walked on up a good track to the "Paradise Hotel," where we camped
outside. We had been unable to buy much food for backpacking, so to
save our supplies we ate at the "Hotel." The food was awful and Mr
Paradise was looking for a wife! Fortunately he considered both Mary and
myself a bit too old!
We decided next day to walk up and look at Kolahoi (17,799') and the
glacier. A beautiful alpine type valley, inhabited by herds-people living in
wooden huts with turfed roofs. It was a 17 mile round trip.
Early next morning we set off in the opposite direction to Sekiwas and
over the Yemhar Pass (13,448'). We had been unable to buy a map and
were walking with the aid of a tourist map, about 12 miles to the inch, not
to scale, and without any contours. The Yemhar was meant to be the
easiest of three passes, over into the Sind Valley. Once we passed Sekiwas
the track steepened and we found ourselves in a huge hanging valley. We
had to climb quite a way up a steep hillside to reach the actual pass. We
nearly descended the wrong gully, but the fact that horses crossed the pass
made us look again for a safer route down. We descended about three
thousand feet to below the first glacial lake, then looked for a second lake.
Here we found a deserted dwelling, so we pitched our tent outside on the
only flat piece of ground we could find. If the house had been cleaner we
would have slept inside. Our dinner consisted of one tin of Indian sardines,
a roll and an apple each.
It was a cold night and there was a ground frost in the morning with
only one stale bun and iodine water for breakfast! The descent down to
Kulan took us about 2 !/2 hours. On reaching the road we managed to stop
a bus going up to Sonamarg, where we got a bed at the tourist bungalow.
This time we stocked up with 5 days food consisting of boiled eggs,
chapatis and cheese. The idea was to walk via Kishansar and Gangabal
Lakes down to Kangan. The track went up to Lashimarg, with good views
looking back to Sonamarg. Passing by some houses the children started
throwing stones at us because we wouldn't give them any money. We
crossed over Nichinai Pass (13,387'), in a snow storm and made camp well
below the pass.
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Next morning we woke to a beautiful day. We set off up a wide valley
full of alpine type flowers, passing lots of empty dwellings, everyone
having moved out for the winter. The valley narrowed into a gorge and
things did not look quite right. The only way on was to cross a very fast
flowing river before it disappeared under a snow bridge into the gorge.
We waded over and made our way up the shoulder on the other side.
There we looked into a steep barren valley heading north into Tibet. We
decided that we were wrong and retraced our steps back down the valley.
Eventually we found Vishansar and Kishansar Lakes and made camp for
the night. All this had taken us a day. We met two Europeans who were
doing the same trek as us, but with three porters and three ponies. They
said that we could travel with them but we did not have the time or food
left to go on. It would have taken us another 3 l/i days to complete the
trek. Next day we walked out to Sonamarg and took a local bus down to
Srinagar. This was our first trip of what was to be a year of trekking.

Top of the Yemhar Pass

Photo — Sheila McKemmie
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THE KAISERGEBIRGE — AUGUST, 1986
Sheila Lockhart
It was reading Hermann Buhl's autobiography that first gave me the
idea that the Kaisergebirge could be a romantic sort of place to go
climbing. There was a mystique attached to the names Diilfer, Buhl and
Aschenbrenner, the great limestone walls of the Fleischbank and
Predigtstuhl, the Steinerne Rinne and the Gaudeamus Hut and when I
discovered that some of the classic routes might actually be within my
capabilities (with a strong partner), my desire to go there grew. After
learning that Jane Steadman and her husband were planning to go last
summer, I propositioned Martin and it was all arranged.
Getting there could not have been easier: cheap flight to Munich and a
train direct to St Johann in Tirol. We established ourselves in the main
campsite just outside the town, expensive but very well appointed with a
delightful owner, Herr Leitner, who provided one of the highlights of the
trip, a wonderful impromptu evening of Tirolean music and singing in the
campsite bar. In fact, we needn't have taken camping gear at all. We could
have saved money and weight by staying all the time in huts, just coming
down to St Johann to restock with food, rather than paying for a tent
which sat unoccupied on the campsite most of the time. But then we would
have missed our Tirolean evening.
We used the two main huts, the Grutten Hut and the Stripsenjoch Hut,
on the south and north side of the range, respectively. There are other
huts, including the Gaudeamus Hut used by the Munich climbers in the
'thirties, which are further from the most popular climbing areas and some
small, private, unguarded huts which can be booked by arrangement.
Getting up to the Grutten Hut and the Stripsenjoch was a slog, shorter
if one was lucky enough to hitch a lift the two or three miles to the valley
road end, but a steep 11/2 hours beyond that. But we were met by cleanli
ness, friendliness, comfort and excellent food. These huts cater largely for
German and Austrian day visitors whose expectations in the line of food
and drink are high. From both huts the approaches to the Steinerne Rinne,
the great gorge that splits the range and from which the 1,000 foot walls
of the Fleischbank and Predigtstuhl rise, are by dramatic footpaths, almost
'vie ferrate.' The approaches take about an hour if you are fit and used to
the heat. Remember to take plenty of water because there is none once
you leave the hut. In our enthusiasm to 'hit the rock,' we did our first
route, the Dulfer Westwandl on the Predigtstuhl (Grade IV + ) after
walking up from the valley. The temperature was 95°F and I got
heatstroke. Apart from the violent headache, stomach cramps and nausea,
the climbing was very enjoyable, varied and with spectacular positions,
including the first of several sensational traverses encountered in the
Kaiser.
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Even the harder climbs had a non-serious feel to them because of the
large number of pegs in situ, ring bolts on the belay stances and wellmarked abseil points with new ring bolts for quick descents. There was
little need to carry large racks of gear on the popular routes. In general
the rock was sound and clean though polished in places on the popular
routes. Every route took us to a summit with superb views over the jagged
ridges and gullies of the Kaiser. The topography of the range is easy to
grasp and though the highest peak, the Ellmaner Halt, rises to 2,344 m
the area is quite compact. We spent a pleasant day early on, walking right
through the fault of the Steinerne Rinne and the Ellmaner Tor from north
to south, checking out the routes we wanted to to. We found the West
Col guidebook adequate, but also invested in the 'Kaiserbibel' by
Wolfgang Miiller, a 1985 publication of 82 selected Topos with pitch
gradings for all the classic former aid routes now climbed free, as well as
some of the modern horrors. All the routes we climbed were of impressive
quality and highly memorable. In particular, the famous East Wall of the
Fleischbank, climbed by Hans Diilfer in 1912, where I had my first, and I
hope last, tangle with a tension traverse. Diilfer is said to have invented
the tension traverse, the key to several of his great pioneering routes. It
was not an enjoyable manoeuvre but preferable to seconding a descending
traverse freed at about 5C above a drop of several hundred feet. This
route had a sting in the tail, which made us treat the traditional gradings
with some caution. The polished and overhanging exit cracks graded V+
were certainly no easier than E2 5C. Martin, with his six foot bridging
span, was struggling. I had to resort to peg pulling (you see a lot of that
in the Kaiser).
After basing ourselves at the Grutten Hut we turned our attention to
the Bauernpredigtstuhl, where we did two routes, the old West Wall Route
(VI-) and the South West Ridge or Rittlerkante (VI + ), both excellent
classic routes of the 1930s originally climbed with aid. The climbing was
very varied — finger cracks, layback flakes, bulging walls, chimneys and,
on the old West Wall, another gripping traverse, the crux of the route. It
was on the Rittlerkante that we encountered a party of Czechs climbing
in Hush Puppies, with whom we later had an interesting competition: how
to steal a sheep's bell while the sheep is busy stealing your sandwiches.
Martin won the prize, an authentic brass and leather souvenir.
One of the more modern routes we did was the direct route on the South
East Ridge of the Christaturm (VI — ), steep, fingery climbing, well pro
tected with pegs. We also spent a very long day on the Kopsstorlgrat of
the Ellmaner Halt (III + ), about 1,000 m of climbing and scrambling over
six towers rising to the summit. The expedition was not made easier by a
mistake in the West Col guidebook which confuses two of the towers and
lost us a lot of time trying to fit the description to the wrong tower. Just
beneath the summit of the Ellmaner Halt is a picturesque bivouac hut.
recently erected to replace an older hut. Not a place to be in a
thunderstorm, one is advised. From here the 'tourist' path descends a vie
ferrate where many have come to grief through rock fall. We kept our
helmets on and did not linger. We attempted another route on the great
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south face of the Leuchsturm, the most impressive of the towers on the
east ridge of the Ellmaner Halt. Martin had just led the crux, a rising
traverse up a superb slabby bulge on finger pockets. Suddenly the sky
turned black and clouds whipped round the mountain, drenching us in
torrential rain. We had to retreat, not an easy manoeuvre for Martin. We
made further attempts on this face, which towered invitingly above the
Grutten Hut, but the weather had turned in our last week and our last sad
walk down to the valley was in rain and mist. This was not before a final
adventure, when we decided to walk up to the summit of the Hintere
Gringer Halt (2,195 m) on a day that threatened rain. Black clouds could
be seen rapidly approaching from the north. We made sure we were off
the ridge before the storm struck, but we never expected to be literally
struck by hailstones an inch in diameter. It was a painful and unnerving
experience. Martin came up with the life-saving idea of stuffing spare
clothing inside our hoods, but I still received one or two painful bruises
on my head. There were bewildered tourists walking up the hill with
umbrellas — I didn't know whether to pity or envy them.
There was nothing for it but to retire to the fleshpots of St Johann to
spend our last Schillings. The Austrians are masters in the art of high
cholesterol cuisine, so we indulged ourselves, surprisingly cheaply, in the
richest goulashes and buttered noodles, apfelstrudels and cream, that we
could find to restore ourselves after the privations of hut life (where we
also ate goulash and apfelstrudel much of the time). We both agreed that
the Kaisergebirge is the ideal place for a climbing holiday — a great variety
of excellent routes on superb rock, magnificent mountain scenery, easy
approaches and descents, first class huts, very good food and friendly,
hospitable people. And there is a sequel to look forward to: after being
approached by the Czechs, we have persuaded the Mountaineering
Council of Scotland to sponsor them on an exchange meet to Scotland,
with a group of Scottish climbers being invited to the High Tatra in 1988.
Watch this space
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LUNDY, 1984
Stella Adams
Tansy, Rhona, Caroline Whitehead and I, joined a large team of
climbers from all parts of Britain who had converged at Hartland Point,
Devon. We waited with varying degrees of impatience, for the helicopter
service to begin and, when it did, to hope that it would not fail until
everyone and each precious 25 Ib. load of climbing gear had been air-lifted
to Lundy — a small island 3 miles long and !/2 mile wide, just off the north
Devon coast.
After a short, seven-minute flight, we disembarked and walked a quarter
mile to a rather cramped cottage. Unfortunately, we seemed to have drawn
the short straw. We had been allotted the only accommodation which had
not been recently modernised. Everyone else seemed to be housed in
either large, spacious mansions, pine-clad castle keeps or light and airy
barns with all mod. cons. Mod. cons, we did have but drinking water was
in exceptionally short supply and this and/or the local beer was blamed for
the galloping gut-rot which struck throughout the week. There was an
unlimited supply of insect bites from obscure sources which infected the
more sensitive and private parts, and a free supply of sea soap for washing!
Our first route was Diamond Solitair V.S. It seemed about right for the
grade (on reflection). This got us off to a good start and after four routes
on the first day, we returned to our 'hut. There we were met with subdued
greetings and a degree of rock-shock. "See any solid rock?" Yes, we had.
With comments about tottering rock and mind blowing descents we set off
the following day somewhat less than confident. However, Ulysses Factor
V.S., after the first move, was straight forward — even easy for the grade
and gave us enough confidence to try Satan Slip H.V.S., the real classic,
which climbs directly up the centre of the magnificent Devils Slide. Though
poorly protected, it is an excellent route, unlike the celebrated 'Classic
Rock' climb which avoids the main feature and climbs easily around the
edges.
The rock on Lundy is granite and is particularly good on the slabs, which
tend to lend themselves to classic V.S. climbing. The 'fluted face" too, is
solid and provides many 3 star routes in the higher grades. Elsewhere
it can be blocky and loose, though other good routes abound. Sea cliff
climbing is invariably steep and committing, and the guide book descrip
tions should be used with care. Even the recommended routes in the low
or high grades were exciting to say the least and even dangerous con
sidering the seriousness of their position. Abseil approaches or steep,
loose, shaley descents, as well as the approaching tide create an air of
seriousness and this is compounded by the mountain rescue provision or
lack of it . . .a store of long hemp ropes over 30 years old!
The situation of Lundy offers unique and enjoyable climbing. Rhona
and I climbed most of the recommended routes up to V.S. and a selection
of H.V.S.'s, and enjoyed the week immensely. Although it is difficult to
avoid desperate descents, we managed to on the whole, by paying parti
cular attention to guide book descriptions.
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DAISY'S GULLY
Marguerita

It was the winter of '86, cold and clear, when ice climbers were able to
indulge their idiosyncratic passion to the full, and teeter up frozen water
falls and other icy verticalities for weeks on end, while lesser mortals
floundered through unconsolidated powder in easy gullies, or took to the
ridges, basking under cloudless skies, imagining themselves in the Alps.
Thus it was, one Friday night, that the new arrivals found the temper
ature as cold inside the hut as out; the fire was lit, but only just, and as
yet sent out no heat. The water pipe was frozen, and someone was volun
teered to go down the stream with a bucket. As the door shut, the lights
went out. Duvets, gloves and torches were found, the electrical black box
investigated, but to no avail. Darkness remained. With much grumbling
and shivering, sacks were unpacked by torch beams and firelight but at
last the kettle boiled, and spirits were lifted by the incongruous cry of
"Darjeeling or Earl Grey?"
On Saturday, the team escaped the crowds, with a pleasant, if
windswept, traverse of the Nantle ridge. But that evening, bodies warmed
by the fire, and an ample supply of wine fortifying parts the fire could not
reach, they grew bolder, and began to wonder about something more
challenging for the next day. "Why don't you do Daisy's gully? It's good
snow-ice at the moment and is really only grade II under today's condi
tions. Not grade IV at all." Their resolve further strengthened by toasts
to a success next day, they planned to get up early.
Given their normal rising habits, a 9 a.m. start was indeed commend
able but, nevertheless, they found themselves in the midst of a great
throng, skating and slithering up the Miners' track. All around was grass,
but the path was a snaking ribbon of ice; crampons would not have gone
amiss. The weather, as it had been for the past few weeks, was idyllic,
with blue skies and bright sunshine, so it was with some reluctance and
misgivings that the quartet forsook the masses to follow a mere two or
three parties towards the chilling shadow of the gullies.
It must be admitted that this party was not one of the strongest teams
to set crampon to ice. Arabella was the best equipped with gear, flaunting
a brand new pair of matching ice tools. No expedition cast-offs these, but
a carefully chosen Christmas present, and very elegant too. She was
adamant though, "I don't want to do any leading, I'll be too frightened."
Marguerite did not even like winter climbing; she distrusted tool and
crampon placements, disliked the feel of the smooth ice, and got cold,
then miserable, all too quickly. However, she felt it necessary to do one
or two routes each winter, just to remind herself why she didn't enjoy
them. Juliet, by contrast, was full of enthusiasm, having recently been
taken up her first two gullies, and she reassured Arabella, "I'll lead, don't
worry." June had not expected to be climbing at all this weekend, and
therefore was bereft of harness, helmet and hammer. On the plus side,
she did have 12-point crampons, and implicit faith in her traditional
wooden axe.
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The start of the gully was straightforward; Juliet and June led up to join
the queue below the crux pitch, but shouted down that there was no more
room on the stance. Arabella and Marguerite perched lower in the gully,
being kept awake during their long wait by the intermittent showerings of
ice chippings on their helmets. They watched one pair spend considerable
time and effort on what was now apparently bare rock, and grew colder,
looking out at the sunshine and the ant-like hordes. Two people soloed
passed, staring curiously at these women belayed in such an uncomfort
able, vulnerable place. Eventually, June called for them to climb — and
within minutes they passed an enormous ledge, obviously used by many
parties, an excellent stance out of range of missiles. "Sorry, never saw it,"
said Juliet.
Now Marguerite came to a rock step, the crux. The first few feet went
well, and she placed two runners. She stepped up, feeling very pleased
with herself, moved again, and then stopped. She was in an awkward
position, and the rock was now steep. Her hammer scraped ineffectually
against rock, or slithered through mush, but eventually latched on to some
thing unseen, underneath the slush. She waved her axe above her head,
trying to hook it somewhere, and eventually it caught. Tentatively, she
moved one foot up to a possible hold, brought it back and tried the other
foot, then repeated the exercise several times. She retested the tool place
ments, checked that her last runner really was too far away for comfort
and that there was no possibility of placing another, then performed the
foot exercises again. After dithering some while she decided on an
ignominious retreat, and attempted to unhook the axe, but despite
shovings, heavings and pushings, it would not move. Not being well gifted
in logic, some moments elapsed before she realised she could therefore
pull on it with impunity, and have a secure anchor for moving upwards.
With a plaintive "Watch the rope," this she did, and some scrabbling of
feet and futile hammer waving brought her to better holds. Relieved, she
was able to place another nut, and continue, with shaking knees, on her
way. At last a leaning flake appeared above — it must be the belay. Still
quaking, she moved up more steep snow, traversed left, and tied on with
relief.
It now become apparent that there were communication difficulties,
and when June appeared above the rock step she decided to wait there,
to give moral support to Juliet. A fortunate decision, as the latter's initial
confidence plummeted and a plea for a top rope was relayed to the belay.
There followed some time-consuming and fruitless manoeuvres with rope
ends which dangled tantalisingly just out of reach, and loops which were
too short, before June and Juliet eventually reached the stance. Arabella,
cold and incommunicado, was not in her best mental state to enjoy the
pitch, and it is possible that "tight rope" may have wafted up the gully,
though the sounds might have been misheard.
Meanwhile, June continued up steepish snow-ice, progressing cautiously
with axe and dachstein, Marguerite having forgotten to pass over her
hammer. Arabella's confidence returned, and she set off boldly, only to
realise the implications of what she was doing after a 50 ft. runner-less
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run-out. A nearby belay restored her equilibrium, and Juliet led through.
The snow above was firm, and the angle eased. Arabella had visions of
breaking out above a cornice into brilliant sunlight but as she watched,
Marguerite was silhouetted on the skyline, with a red glow in the sky
behind her. There was no cornice, and as Arabella crawled on to the ridge
to rejoin the others the sky was only faintly blue, suffused with crimson
in the approaching dusk.
Juliet and Marguerite walked down the old road from the Gwyryd in
the moonless dark, hoping that their torches would be seen from the hut.
It was 7.00 p.m. as they entered, surely an all-time record. "There's tea
in the pot for you; is Darjeeling all right?"
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THE BEST ROUTE IN SKYE
Sally Keir
The weather was glorious. We had left our precise destination flexible
until the last minute (anything from Cornwall to Thurso) in order to
pounce on the one spot on the weather map with a sun on it. For days a
High had been hovering about in the Atlantic, feeling indecisive, but now
there seemed to be a definite overlap covering the Western Isles, so here
we were, in Skye, and with the sun shining!
No excuses — what should we do? The first morning we joined the M6
to Coire Lagan. At the Cioch (being mispronounced in every variety of
accent by its visitors) the traffic stream split into two main lanes, heading
up Cioch Direct and Cioch West. We had both done these routes in the
past — never mind how long ago — so we picked on the route in the
middle, Crembo Cracks, Severe in our guide, but has now grown up to
VS. Two moves into it I thought, "Is this the sort of grade I should be
climbing on the first pitch of the first day?", but gritted teeth and a few
delicate moves saw me onto more reasonable rock. The second pitch was
easy and definitely produced a false sense of security, because the third
was the crunch (mine again). A nice easy 30 ft. of slab, with a peg runner
(one wondered why), then round the corner and one saw why — a rather
steep, not to say impending, corner (easy for 6 ft. persons who could reach
the jug at the top), then some distinctly thin moves up to the next peg
beckoning in the distance. I did actually get a Rock into the corner but it
was definitely psychological — those pegs were necessary! More thin
moves as I reluctantly left the second peg, followed by a crouch under an
overhang as I tried to decide whether to move left or right, and then it
was all over, and I could anticipate the pleasure of watching the expression
on Peter's face as he appeared. A good route — surprising that more
people didn't do it. However, two days later I had the bonus pleasure of
watching from Mallory's Slab and Groove as a climber fastened himself to
that same second peg and stayed there for an hour-and-a-half waiting for
a top rope — I could empathise but I wasn't prepared to sympathise!
When we got to the Cioch slab, it bore a strong resemblance to a dis
turbed anthill, with white-faced leaders suddenly coming to grips with the
almost total lack of protection. We decided to forget about niceties such
as routes and go for an empty area of rock. Although the protection is
minimal, the slab is lovely and pocked and you can go more or less any
where. We could see the queue for Integrity so we took the traverse over
to the terrace to look at Crack of Doom. "Lovely route," enthused Peter
— "done it twice — magic!" To me it looked like a nasty thrutchy chimney/
corner — not at all my sort of route — but I agreed we should give it a go.
The first pitch was an easy slab, with a stance above and a little distance
away from the start of the chimney. I traversed over to the foot of the
chimney and peered up and in. It looked every bit as nasty as I had feared.
Too narrow to bridge — a few minimal polished footholds on the slab.
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About twenty feet up a large chockstone beckoned invitingly. I went up
and down the first move a few times and then chickened out
I took a stance in the base of the crack and turned over the lead to Peter.
He thrust himself deep into its bowels and groaned and thrutched his way
upwards. My main thought was that if he fell off or out, it would be onto
my head, but the adhesion of his ancient anorak triumphed, and he
reached the chockstone and lassoed it with a sling. Now, if he lost contact
at least he wouldn't land on me ... the noises and grunts and heaves
continued — any normal person would have supposed they were indicative
of considerable suffering but, in fact, Peter was enjoying himself!
Two-thirds of the way up, as he had done the top part of the Crack twice
before, he took the alternative wall finish — delicate, exposed, unpro
tected, a bit loose and still only V.Diff.!
By now it was time for me to face the crack again. I decided that grunting
and thrutching was not for me — in a few elegant moves I was at the
chockstone (why hadn't I tried this the first time?) and after the chockstone
it did get easier — in fact, no problems at all . .1 arrived at the glacis
and apologised. A good route, decidedly, but not the best in Skye.
Next morning the sun shone again — a feeling of "it can't last — bettei
get as much as possible in before it rains" came over us. Back to the Cioch,
gear on, then straight up the descent gully to the traverse across to the
bottom of the Cioch slab. We were attempting (successfully) to jump the
queue on Integrity by omitting Cioch Direct. The start, though obviously
integral to the line, seemed disproportionately harder than the rest of the
route. It was also easily avoidable . . . The crack that followed, however.
was highly enjoyable and deserved, I thought, its Classic Rock mention,
but it was not the best route we did in Skye — that pleasure was still to
come!
We sat on the glacis again and had our lunch — what next? How about
the Direct Finish to Crack of Doom? True, it should properly-speaking
have been done directly after the Crack itself, but we only had to descend
the glacis a bit to get to the start. It proved to be a lovely, elegant bridging
problem, with a thank God hold on the right wall when the going got a
bit steep. A good route in its own right, though only one pitch, certainly
a much better finish to the Crack than simply walking up the Glacis.
The next morning — surprise! surprise! it was sunny. We decided to
take it easy and have a mountaineering day on Mallory's Slab and Groove.
After the very nice groove and slab in question, the line becomes con
siderably less definite and route-finding presents the most serious aspect
of the remaining pitches — I lost count of how many. A most enjoyable
and relaxing route on a day like this, but it would undoubtedly be a much
more serious proposition in bad conditions, and it is very long. Good, but
not the best in Skye!
Day Four dawned — guess what — it was sunny again! Sue Logan, who
was also in Skye that week, had found herself left on her own when Sheila
Lockhart had had to go back to work, so we suggested she come along. If
she ever agrees to go climbing with me again, I shall know she's forgiven
Me! We had got a bit bored with the Coire Lagan motorway, and close
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inspection of the guide book had revealed a highly recommended 600 ft.
Patey/Bonington V.Diff. on Sgurr a 1 Mhadaidh (pronounced Vatee). Just
the thing, we thought, for a change.
The climb was certainly Severe, with several V.S. moves and very little
good protection. And the reason it was called 'Whispering Wall' was, we
decided, because if anyone raised their voice above a whisper, another
piece would fall off. Definitely not the best route in Skye — maybe the
worst? I would, however, recommend it to anybody who wants practice
with loose rock. Sue intends to write to Mr Bonington about it.
Thursday was fine.
The weather was right, the mood was right. "Today," I said, "I want to
have a go at Crack of Double Doom."
Did I detect a dubious tinge to Peter s agreement? Not to worry.
By now we were reasonably fit, and arrived swiftly at the bottom of the
Cioch. I climbed up the Cioch Gully until I saw a nice looking slab leading
diagonally right in approximately the desired direction. Two pitches saw
us on the Terrace at the start of the climb.
I led the first pitch up a big crack in the slab — it was comparatively
easy, and I watched, pleased, surprise warring with apprehension in Peter's
face as he came up. At every resting place he paused and looked dubiously
around him — "Didn't put many runners in, did you?" he said as he
arrived. Something told me he wasn't looking forward to the next pitch,
so I offered to lead it. I wanted to anyway, but his prompt agreement left
me wondering what I might be letting myself in for.
From a distance the route looks like an elongated upright cross, with
the slab narrowing to a sharp point in the centre. The crack now continued
up the lower left arm of the cross over a series of small overlaps, with a
wall on the left. I knew the crux came in the last 30 ft. before the apex of
the slab, and I became somewhat more generous with my runners (though
I don't think I approached Peter s record on Integrity). I arrived below
the first of the overlaps and peered up. It looked as though I could get
something in fairly high, but it didn't look encouraging and it did look
strenuous, and I felt I should look at the slab first. This was steep and
delicate but not overhanging, but there just didn't seem to be enough
holds on it, and no protection at all. I returned to the overlap and hung
off one arm while I put in a high Moac, then attempted to move up — it
looked as though I should be able to layback above the overlap, but for
some reason my arms were feeling really pumped, and I couldn't seem to
get my feet high enough, and the layback crack was at just the wrong
angle, so I came down for a rest! From my resting point I could make out
some more holds on the slab. Almost without intending to I moved very
delicately up and then back left on tiny excrescences, little flat holds with
no margin for error, and the Moac now below me on the left. But I was
above the overlap!
This proved to be the only real problem. The next small overlap was
overcome by moving up a ramp to the right-hand side of the slab, and
soon after I gained the narrows. Here a succession of superb flakes almost
made me shout with pleasure. Some were loose, but all were much too
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securely jammed in place to come out, and they made the task of inserting
myself through the narrows and onto the flat ledge before the crack quite
unfairly easy. Above me stretched the corner crack, the left-hand upper
arm of the cross. From Mallory's Slab and Groove this had looked smooth
and blank, and the flat ledge was not well placed for a belay. However,
about twenty feet up I could see a likely looking spot — I could combine
a first assessment of the crack's difficulties with finding a more suitable
stance.
It was superb! Far from being blank, both edges of the crack were sharp
and provided good holds, and it was just the right width for my feet —
not too wide and not pinching my toes. I arrived at the ledge — it was
narrow, but the belays were good, and a friend and a Moac assured me
that I would stay in place whatever problems Peter might encounter. I
couldn't see him, but I kept the rope nice and tight — not guitar string
tight, but very positive. At one point it moved up and down a few times,
and some indistinguishable words floated up, then it started to come in
again and I relaxed — I knew which bit that had been! A happy Peter
arrived — he had encoutered the same problem with the overlap and
solved it the same way, and he had enjoyed the rest of the pitch very
much, but he still looked a little dubious about the top crack. I felt sure,
however, that it was Peter's sort of pitch — it looked to me as if it could
be jammed, and he likes that, so I sent him on up — no excuses accepted.
And I was right — a shout of jubilation floated back to me — "Wouldn't
call a king my uncle!" as he jammed his way to the top of the crack.
As I joined Peter at the top, he was exultant, and I felt the same. "Best
route in Skye!" he said, "Better than Crack of Doom! Best route in the
country! If it wasn't such a pain getting back to the bottom I'd go straight
back and do it again!" And I agreed.
Now it was all over, the reasons for the apprehension came out —
"When I was younger, these lads in the Creag Dubh failed on this — they
all said how hard it was. I've been looking at this route for twenty years
and letting it get to me, but I didn't want to put you off." Well, don't
anyone else be put off. It is a superb route, though we didn't see anyone
else on it the entire week. It would be quite easy to get back to the terrace
from the crux if one did back off, and once above the crux there are
nothing but delights to come.
Next day the sun failed to appear, and all morning we could see the
clouds getting blacker and more ominous over Rhum. The rain started and
the Cuillin disappeared. Life was back to normal. That evening it stopped
only twice, briefly, and next morning we packed our dripping tents and
evacuated the site. But nothing could dampen our enthusiasm — a superb
week, and a superb route. Skye at its best!
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1986 EXPEDITION TO GREENLAND
Ann Redman
For two brief hours each day the sun dropped below the mountains,
leaving only the pre-dawn light of an alpine start. That magical moment
when the head torch has just been switched off and the sky to the east has
a pink glow. But in Greenland the light kept its magic as the sun stayed
low in the sky, casting shadows from mountains and icebergs and creating
mirages out in the bay.
For those of us bitten by the Arctic bug last summer, the less romantic
side of mountaineering in Greenland — the heavy loads, dangerous river
crossings and mosquitos were a small price to pay for the remoteness,
remarkable mountains and wildlife. If it had been all too accessible some
of the attraction would have disappeared.
Our trip was inspired by a friend from the Austrian Alpine Club, who
persuaded a small group, seven in all, that Greenland was the place to go.
The administrative hurdles are not insignificant but we finally got permis
sion from the Danish government to land on Milneland on Scorsby Sund
on the east coast of Greenland. We chartered a Twin Otter light aircraft
from a company flying out of North Iceland. These planes do not need a
regular landing site, only a fairly level piece of ground some 300 metres
long, and are much used round Greenland. We were fairly close to the
full payload when we left Akureri in Iceland, last July, with food and
equipment for seven people for three weeks.
The last hour of the flight was really spectacular. We came in over the
ice pack, approaching endless snowcapped mountains which looked very
intimidating. The pilot had a look at two alternative sites before settling
for our preferred option, a wide flood plain from the outflow of the nearby
glacier. One touch and test approach, a steep bank round the bay and we
were down, to cheering from the passengers. Ten minutes later all our
gear was unloaded and the Otter ready to return to Iceland; we were on
our own for the next three weeks.
We did not really know what to expect on Milneland. Near base camp
the terrain was classical tundra: low willow scrub, lichens, sedges and
flowers such as saxifrage, Arctic poppy and wintergreen. Regularly along
the coast, glaciers approached the sea, usually accompanied by an area of
rock and moraine with quick flowing rivers to hamper progress: occasion
ally the glacier outflowed to the sea itself. Otherwise travel round the
coast was slow but not too difficult and never dull, with geese, skuas, terns
and waders to watch, and with every lochan holding a possible Great
Northern or Red Throated Diver. Several times we disturbed Musk Ox,
shaggy-coated mammals the size of small cows and there was an active
fox's den close to base camp. Caribou have deserted east Greenland,
although we found several old sets of antlers. There were no lemmings in
1986, the only small rodents were a few very tame stoats.
Above about 1,000 feet we were in the real Arctic desert, with boulder
fields and slabs leading up to the first mountains and the start of the
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Greenland
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icecap. Many of the mountains were very steep-sided. 4,000 ft. mountains,
surrounded by complex glacier approaches and with some very dubious
rock, felt as serious as 4,000 metres in the Alps. The maps were accurate
but the 1:100,000 scale hid much of the detail and our 30-year-old air
photos needed careful interpretation. Reconnaissance was essential before
anything serious could be undertaken with the reasonable hope of success.
It was very much a matter of testing one's judgement and experience, as
well as ability and fitness, without the prop of guidebook prior knowledge.
I got more satisfaction out of some of the technically easy routes we did
than out of much higher-graded routes in the Alps.
Our time was spent on two six-day trips, with a break for a single peak
from base camp at the end of the first week, and with three days of bad
weather at the end. Each trip was planned to give two days travelling with
packs around the coast and up glaciers to establish ourselves nearer the
feasible mountains, two days on packless ascents and two days getting
back to base. In all we climbed five individual peaks over 1,000 metres,
most of which could have been first ascents. Only one lower peak near the
coast had a cairn but as we did not leave any sign of our presence, others
could have done likewise. No route was harder than alpine PD, partly
because the rock was diabolical and our ascents were made mostly on
snow, which tended to be either reasonably easy angled or very steep
icefall, which we avoided.
Many of the higher peaks were ringed with a layer of basalt, very steep
and unstable, capped by rotten shale and volcanic lava which crumbled in
your hand. The trick was to find a ribbon of snow/ice through the diffi
culties to the icecap above. That was how we climbed our highest peak,
at 1.520 metres still not much higher than Ben Nevis.
After two weeks the weather broke, before we had chance to explore
the major glacier system behind base camp. We were lucky to get a
clearance on the day the Twin Otter was due. There was a heavy sea mist
but an early morning ascent of the nearby lookout peak revealed the main
mountain mass above the cloud and we were hopeful the mist would lift.
This happened mid-morning and the Otter arrived four hours later.
We are already making plans to return to the Arctic wilderness, free
from people, free from darkness and with superb unexplored mountains,
all starting from sea level.
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PIZ BADILE
Josie Hostford
If you are driving from Vicosoprano to Bondo, a glance left, providing
the clouds permit, reveals a tremendous vista — the smooth sweep of the
north-east face of Piz Badile. Tonight we were going to sleep at her foot.
From Bondo, on payment of 8Sf, the long slog up a track to the start
of the path is avoided, so we parked "Poppy," my 2CV, shouldered our
sacks and set off in the blazing sun towards the Sasc Fura hut. The path,
displaying some amazing engineering at times, wound rapidly upwards,
seemingly heading into the cliff, when quite unexpectedly and not before
time, the hut appears. After a coffee, we continued on the path, this time
in full view of the face and made our way to the Col Vial. Dinner, which
was prepared earlier at the campsite, was eaten at the last water. Some of
the day's ascentionists were coming down, having done the North ridge
and we were anxious to glean some information regarding this route, since
it would be our way down the mountain tomorrow and we had no time to
reconnoitre the route beforehand. The rest of the path to the col was well
trodden, but we managed to get onto some smooth slabs, however, com
pensated for by a tremendous sunset. At the col the pioneering spirit
evaporated somewhat when we found a prepared bivi site with a wall
constructed around it. We settled down at the side of the face.
The night was cold, clear and long. At first light, which was quite a
relief, we had a brew and muesli, packed our sacks, unpacked them and
repacked them again, discarding snow and ice gear, and so we set off.
Long snakes of lights were visible in the valley and we were crossing the
foot of the face. Everybody else was meanwhile crossing much higher up.
However, two hours later, having made a positional error, we finally
arrived at the great flake, long after the snake of the lights.
The weather was good and we started climbing at 8 a.m., having watched
two German lads attempt the direct start, fail, and then go for the original
start — however, I had seen how to pull on a peg. When in Rome . . .
The climbing was superb, pitch after pitch on delectable rock, using a
multiplicity of techniques, always something different, traumatic traverses,
judicious jams, capricious chimneys and up, up, up. The numerous
flakelets combined with the excellent friction makes each pitch worthy in
its own right, as the climb unfolds one realises what a tremendous piece
of route finding it was by Ricardo Cassin, and feel privileged to be re
peating it. Looking east one sees Cengalo, just discernable and some
climbers, so small, in seemingly impossible situations, how did we look
to them?
For us, route finding was fairly easy due to the number of ropes on the
route, maybe 12. Even water which we thought might be a problem, i.e.
none, was found. As the afternoon wore on the sit harness came into its
own, giving much-needed relief to tired feet, and the desire to get to the
top was heightened by thunder. Cengalo had been in and out of cloud all
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Climbing on the Piz Badile
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afternoon whilst we had had clear weather. As we had no ambition to get
caught in one of the regular afternoon storms on such an exposed face,
once in the exit chimneys speed championed over technique and the top
was reached at 8 p.m., 12 hours from leaving the great flake, 800m of
climbing, 24 pitches. Time for self congratulation later. Not wanting to
spend the night on top meant that a quick descent was called for.
Most parties descend to the Gianetti hut on the Italian side, but since
we wanted to go back via the Sasc Fura hut to the car, we began abseiling
down the north ridge. However, with only 2 hours before nightfall, and
not having any idea of the route, we ran out of light before we had run
out much rope. We found a reasonable ledge, so tied on and waited for
morning, the impending storm not having materialised. Following a tip-off
I had had concerning this possibility, I had taken a minimum of bivouac
gear and a torch, so the comfort was increased by ~1%. The ensuing night
was clear, windy and with only fitful sleep for some, dreams of falling off
ledges cocooned in warm sleeping bags. At first light the abseiling began
again in earnest, meeting the days ascentionists — much to their surprise.
The previous night's bivi sight at the Col Vial was reached at 8.30 a.m.
and a much welcome brew prepared. One could just make out some clim
bers on the route, who, having started in excellent weather, would find,
within the next half-hour, that their situation had become extremely seri
ous, since a storm ensued which perturbed us arid we were relatively safe
having reached the col. The thunder, lightning, high winds, poor visibility
and torrential rain, made our first glissade an uncontrollable tumble down
fairly steep snow, stopped by a rocky stream bed. The path, though indis
tinct, could be made out —50 ft. below. Having been shocked by the first
tumble, we decided to abseil and finding some tack got the ropes from the
bottom of our sacks, drenching everything else in the process and
cautiously made our way onto level ground, whence the wet gear was
hastily repacked and the path followed back to the hut. All the while I
was mindful of the people on the mountain — I had felt very vulnerable,
having not experienced such a storm before, but to have been on such an
exposed route would have been horrifying.
After much slipping and sliding on the wet grass, we regained the hut,
and had a welcome coffee. We had been out 36 hours with 2 bivouacs, so,
immensely tired, we began to descend to the car. I got slower and my sack
got heavier, but we eventually reached "Poppy," drove to Vicosoprano
and found some friends who were more than delighted to see us, having
themselves been caught in the storm.
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MEXICO '85- '86
Sheila McKemmie
Thirty-three cavers, from various caving clubs in England, went to
explore the Xilitla Plateau in the State of San Luis Potosi, about 250 miles
north of Mexico City.
We were there for a period of three months, people staying for as long
as they could — anything from four to the full twelve weeks — during
November, 1985 to January, 1986.
The Plateau was 6,500 feet, with limestone cliffs. Tropical vegetation,
small trees and shrubs covered the area densely, making walking off the
tracks very difficult.
We had three vehicles, bought in the U.S.A. and driven down to Mexico
City to collect the gear, which had been shipped over from the U.K. After
three-and-a-half weeks of problems with the authorities we finally received
our gear. Half the medical supplies were missing, as well as most of the
dehydrated food.
Our base camp was outside a village called Tlamaya, seven miles up a
dirt track from Xilitla. We had a lot of help from the local people, who
were very kind and provided us with a camp area and the use of a village
tap.
From base camp we explored the surrounding area, going out in back
packing groups of four or five people for about five days. The walking was
almost alpine. We used the local limestone tracks, worn down over hun
dreds of years and covered with fossils. The maps were photo-copies made
from aerial surveys.
The dense vegetation hid shake holes and resurgences, so to find any
caves we had to ask the local Indians. Usually they were only too pleased
to show us. Each entrance was examined for potential and marked on the
map for further exploration.
Most of the Indians spoke Spanish, so with the help of a 'Costa Brava
type phrase book and much smiling, we were understood. They found it
difficult to appreciate that we were caving for pleasure and not looking for
minerals and 'treasure/ Sometimes we had to negotiate permission with
the local Presidente.
The Indians were very poor people. Families of sometimes four gener
ations lived in one room. They farmed, growing coffee, oranges, bananas,
maize and beans; some kept pigs and hens. Occasionally we were invited
into the houses to eat.
Having found a cave with potential, it was 'pushed,' surveyed and photo
graphed as we descended. The expedition found over 70 caves covering
over 20 km. the deepest was 600 m.
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A limestone 'Matterhorn' called Sileta, 9,000 feet, dominated the area.
We managed to climb it on the second attempt. A machete was the
climbing aid of the day, with dense undergrowth and razor-sharp plants to
contend with. The upper part of the climb was a scramble with a few V.S.
moves.
We were sorry to leave, having made a lot of friends amongst the locals.
The area will take further exploration and a Journal has been published
about the finds of this expedition.
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CANOEING IN CANADA
Jean Drummond
The river looked full, wide and very fast-flowing as we unloaded our
canoes and carried them to the water's edge. Those of us who were ex
perienced (one five-day trip around Bowron Lakes twelve years previ
ously), muttered bright assurances. Life-jackets on, gear stowed and tied
in, photographs taken, we manoeuvred into our seats with paddles gripped
tightly. There was a pause while Tony lit the inevitable pipe and then, with
Zita waving a worried goodbye from the bank, we were off at last!
We were on the Bow River on the outskirts of Calgary. The current
was, indeed, fast and we hardly needed to paddle. Great concrete bridges
spanned the river carrying people and goods back and forth from the wide,
empty Prairies to the bustling city. Having negotiated two bridges — a
matter of going with the current — confidence began to seep into our veins
and we began to enjoy ourselves. Suddenly, I realised that a stanchion of
the third bridge seemed directly in line and very close to the bow of our
canoe. A yell of 'Paddle!' — as if I wasn't already doing so — came from
the rear and then all was green water as I looked at the canoe from
underneath. 'Sorry — it was all my fault,' from Tony is recorded in my
memory as I came up to the surface, grabbing our canoe but watching my
paddle floating away. I'd committed the unforgivable sin of letting it go!
As usual, in such circumstances, it was far worse for those looking on,
although to see Tony surfacing, still smoking his pipe, must have relieved
the tension somewhat.
Denise and Chris rescued my paddle while I grabbed a day sack and
jacket which were floating away. Obviously all had not been secured! We
found it impossible to right the canoe, now completely full of water and
five days' gear, but swimming and pushing the canoe with the current, we
gradually reached the river bank. Fifteen minutes later we were all back
on terra firma, Tony still smoking his pipe — upside down. The shivers
were halted by Helly Hansen Lifa wear, still miraculously dry. While
gathering ourselves together, the heavens opened and an electric storm
burst forth. We hurried to the nearest building — a loo in some sort of
countryside park. The low point of the whole holiday came, as dripping
in the Gents., we wrung out the butties.
Putting into the water again was somewhat daunting and this time it was
Denise and Chris who gave assurances. As the weather improved, spirits
rose. It really was a beautiful way to travel. Rounding a bend in the river
we saw our first pelican floating alone in a sheltered bay. We convinced
ourselves it had escaped from a zoo, little knowing that the Bow River
was their natural habitat.
Our campsite that night was idyllic, on an island mid-stream. All was
contentment as we sat around the camp-fire, dry again and with no sign
of human habitation. The sun set silver across the river and the pelicans
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were rafting, with heads tucked under, looking like great balls of floating
cotton wool.
Next morning was dream-like. The mist rose from the river making us
believe we were in the middle of a surrealist painting. The carpets of
flowers surrounding the tents lifted their heads to the shafts of sunlight,
Chris' bacon sizzled in the pan and the aroma of coffee aroused the
lie-a-beds.
The river made its own world, cutting through the sandstone banks and
channelling below the Prairie. Sometimes we passed weird rock forma
tions, sometimes groves of pine or clumps of birches. Often the river bank
was bordered with cottonwoods and aspens, but always no habitation and
birds of every hue and size — yellow-tits, cliff swallows, martins, American
robins, great heavy-winged blue herons, red-tailed kites and rough-legged
hawks. One night, camping on the river bank, cormorants watched from
high in the dead trees — a picture out of a Western.
Now we were in Indian country and the dream-like quality of the journey
became reality as we passed three Indians peacefully smoking long pipes.
Although Zita, our friend in Calgary, had told us we would pass no
habitation, safe in the middle of Calgary we had not really believed her.
We attempted to replenish our food stocks as we paddled through one of
the best stretches of river fishing in Canada. At McKinnon's Landing the
river boiled with trout. Even I could see them jumping. Greatly excited,
Tony got out his fishing tackle only to find he had left his reels behind —
and Chris' rod jammed as he got it out of its case.
The river was polluted, so fresh water had to be carried and by the third
day we were running out of both food and water. In true Indian style we
beached the canoe among the reeds on the river bank and Tony and I went
to look for water. We found a summer settlement, a development on
Indian land, where a kind Canadian gave us fresh water and offered us
and our friends lunch. He also arranged to contact Zita for us, who would
be convinced we'd all perished by this time. Meanwhile, Denise and Chris
hitched into the nearest town, a real western staging post straight off the
cowboy set. Supplies were doubtfully replenished at the seedy general
store and a lift back was a bumpy ride in the back of the ever-popular
pick-up truck.
One night, in drier country, we camped among the cactus flowers, a
field full of spiky leaves and bright, succulent blooms. We talked to the
lady who operated a cable ferry which pulled its lonely passengers back
and forth across the river, seemingly from nowhere over to nowhere. It
was here that, eating our supper, our peace was shattered by a speedboat
which came from a lazy backwater by our camp-site. We do not know
where it went to or where the people came from.
As we progressed the river became much slower and the paddling
harder! The weather was now continually bright and sunny and the sun
cream came into its own. Unlike the Bowron Lakes trip, we had only one
portage — all of 30 metres. The stretch of river after the carry was slow
and sluggish and we wove our way through channels in the reeds. After a
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few miles the river opened out again and we passed under sandy cliffs
covered with the clay nests of the cliff swallows, with the birds darting in
and out of their homes as quick as light.
We pondered on the great Bassano Dam, the end of our trip. Would
the rushing water sweep us over? Regretfully, we struck camp on the last
morning and paddled the calm waters of the Bassano Lake, accompanied
by hundreds of floating pelicans. After a few hours we could see the great
dam ahead and paddled cautiously forward. Amazingly, on our side of the
dam the water was completely calm and we were able to land within feet
of the great sluice gates. A massive undertaking, the dam was built in a
right angle, lifting the level of the river to divert some of the water to a
dry valley for irrigation, while the remainder tumbled over the dam walls
to continue its natural course. We inspected this feat of engineering, then
sat and watched a mink at play among the rocks, happy and satisfied with
our hundred miles paddling. Our lift was not due for another three hours
so we hid the canoes and headed for ice-cream, six kilometres away.
Perhaps the moral of this tale is that we should all go on Christine's
canoeing meet next year!
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1987 RHM STARIGRAD PAKLENICA
Caroline Jerram

Stella Adams, John Adams, Liz Alien, Mike Butler, Louise Dickie,
Tansy Hardy, Pamela Holt, Caroline Jerram, Jill Lawrence, Caroline
Marsh, Norah McElroy, Keith Murphy, Siobhan Porter, Angela Soper,
Sonya Vietoris, Christine Walker, Alison Watt, Cathy Woodhead.
A number of rucksacks, supported by an even greater number of
brightly-clad legs forgathered at Gatwick, on Sunday, 12th April. Some
where amongst the ropes and sacks were thirteen climbers bound for the
1987 Rendez-vous d'Haute Montagne, this year to be held at Starigrad
Paklenica in Yugoslavia. Over the two weeks the British contingent rose
to a record eighteen.
Our itinerary was to fly to Split and from here find a bus which would
carry us the hundred odd miles northwards up the coast. We were warned
that this was a mega six-and-a-half hour drive, though we failed to under
stand why (works out at about seventeen miles per hour). In the event, it
took about half this time. The flight, care of the curiously named
Aerogenex, was smooth. Once in Yugoslavia, the games began. We
clambered and shoved our way on to Bus 37, only to be re-informed, "Not
this 37 . . that 37." When "that 37" arrived, amidst the chaos, only half
of us managed to pay (it was only 2p each anyway). Someone got trapped
in the door and squealed. The Yugos on the bus looked suitably amazed
and horrified. We then had to transfer to the long distance bus. It was
packed full and roared away, leaving us with another hour to wait. Then
began some complex and impressive dealing (in German) with a bunch of
adjacent taxi drivers. Sonya eventually acquired us three taxis and some
hours later the convoy rolled into the campsite. We were delivered.
Starigrad Paklenica is not a great metropolis. It has a lot of stones and
a lot of wind . . . and more stone . . . and more wind . . . Tents started
flapping the first night; pegs, already contorted, were banged in deeper,
stones gathered for ballast. For three days the wind smashed us and bashed
us, tore, whipped, screamed, whirled, twirled, irritated and annoyed. The
main challenge was to find a bit of rock in the sun and out of the wind.
Conversations centred upon whether you'd achieved this objective, and if
not how bad the frosting was. Shorts and bikinis bid hasty retreats to the
bottom of sacks; fibre piles and duvets were tightly zipped.
Though Starigrad did present itself as something of a barren wasteland
on initial windswept acquaintance, it did prove to have one or two re
deeming features. It is these which are responsible for its rising fame and
glory. Firstly, it is next to the sea (very blue, very cold). Secondly,
although the search for them requires a fairly perplexing treasure hunt,
shops, bars and restaurants sell lots of cheap beer and wine. (One or two
do good, cheap food, too). Thirdly, there is a large and luxurious nudist
camp. Lastly, there is lots and lots and lots of rock.
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Starigrad

Photo — Angela Soper
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Two enormous gorges — Mala Paklenica and Vela Paklenica — gash
into the coast at right angles to the sea. Both form part of the Paklenica
National Park. Walking up one and down the other (about fifteen miles)
is a lovely way to spend a 'rest' day. I saw no-one the day I went up. The
birds, butterflies and flowers were fantastic. So were the snakes. The
smaller, but still extremely impressive, gorge, is where the climbing
happens. The rock is rough, fluted, pockety, sometimes juggy, sometimes
even cavernous limestone. Its friction is brilliant. Its edges are excellent
for removing skin from soft, unseasoned hands, and even better for ripping
chunks from legs if you aren't concentrating fully on descents. The rock
sculpture, particularly at the top of crags, is surrealistic in its weirdness.
Immediately above the crag car-park (about two miles from the village)
are lots of one pitch routes. Becoming more numerous daily, they are
short, hard and full of bolts. Here, flashy tights are 'de rigueur 7 and the
typical scene is fifty semi-clad bodies basking in the sun and maybe two
on the rock. One is probably hanging from a rope, screwing in a bolt.
Higher up the gorge (about twenty to thirty minutes walk) rises the
spectacular north face of Anika Kuk. Routes here are up to twelve pitches
and of all standards. Many are aid routes. The right-hand wing — which
became known variously as the Nose, Shoulder and Elephant — offered
routes of three or four pitches, most ending up a beautiful fluted slab. The
gear on these varied enormously. The popular ones had massive bolts on
every belay (regardless of the fact that you could easily place five decent
nuts) and pegs almost every three feet in places. Others had little or poor
in situ gear and limited opportunity to place anything else. In some places
the only protection consisted of ancient tape round razor-sharp threads or
flakes which rang with a resounding top C when tapped. Mosar's Club
Route and Velabit's Club Route were popular with our teams. I did the
latter and reckoned every pitch earned three stars. Most were 5a/b but
even the easier pitches were brilliant. None of this Welsh heather and
jungle bashing. Just pure and superb climbing at an easy grade.
In the course of the week over eighty climbers from France, Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Holland, Yugoslavia, Britain, Ireland,
Bulgaria, Poland and Italy, joined the meet. Much entertainment was had
climbing and talking to those from other countries. We compared
techniques, grades, gear and crime of the Brits. — speed! Many were the
hours we spent discussing why we are so very, very snail-like.
Ines was the meet leader — and a highly competent one too. She hired
a mini-bus for the week, gave us all T-shirts and badges, organised slide
shows and arranged visits to Manila Pec National Park and to 'The
Towers" (another climbing area). We had a good meal and even better
bop on the final Friday night. It was she who managed to locate and
purchase a rare quantity of 'spiritus/ (Meths is not easy to find in Yugo
slavia and we had to ration ourselves). She also spoke five different
languages.
The campsite was in a lovely situation, squeezed between the nudist
colony and the sea. The showers were not such fun. Being cold, they
required a very real desire to cleanse oneself before you forced flesh into
the icy immersion. There were other treats. Someone spotted a scorpion
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in the loos. The painted eggs, discovered on Easter Sunday, courtesy of
the Austrians, were a delicious little surprise, and the donkey loaded with
a kitchen sink, trekking up the gorge, initiated a loud round of camera
clicks. Flowers and butterfies were marvellous — as was the sun which
emerged wonderfully hot and warm after the Bora Bora had faded. Yugo
slavian money was not so easy to cope with. You thought you'd enough
to last the week until discovering that none of the notes swelling your
purse were worth more than lOp. No coin had a value greater than 0.2p.
One day it dared to rain. We found a Stoney cafe equivalent and spent
the day eating, drinking, giggling at poetry consequences and being
coached by Cathy in the art of spoon balancing. (Can you perch 13 spoons
on your face?). All very worthwhile activities.
Most of the meet dispersed after the first week. The majority of the
British stayed, although seven of us opted for a bit of grockly exploration.
Nora went off on a solo pilgrimage, whilst six of us took a ferry to Hvar.
We were tempted by guidebook descriptions. All unanimously reported it
to be the sunniest spot in the Adriatic and "the island of superlatives." It
did not disappoint us. We spent three debauched and very pleasant days
in the sun and flowers. We hired bicycles and boats and did a fairly
thorough survey of the island's sticky bun, beer and ice cream suppliers.
Back in Paklenica, the leen-and-keen team were still climbing. Unfor
tunately the end of the holiday was marred by an accident. Stella and
Angela went to the rescue of two lads in trouble and in the course of this
a stone fell and hit Stella in the eye. She had done a superb job organising
the holiday for us and we are all extremely glad that she is recovering and
back on the rock again.
Varena Jaeggin has been elected president of the RHM. She is organ
ising next year's meet at Handeg in Switzerland. Go if you can. You'll
have a grand time.

RHM Meeting

Photo — Angela Soper
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BIRTHS
Fiona and Dick Longstaff
Jenny and Colin Beale

a son
a son

DEATHS
Dorothy Pilley Richards
Trilby Wells 1986
Nea Morin 1986
Ruth Hargreaves 1987
Helen Shedden 1985
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OBITUARIES
1986 was a sad year for the Club with the death of two of the three
remaining Original Members. Nea Morin also played a vital role in the
world of the 'Cordee Feminine.' In recognition of their contributions to
the Climbing World, appreciations written by several members have been
included.
DOROTHY PILLEY (Mrs I. A. Richards) (1921-1986)
"Who is the pretty girl with the scarf on?" asked Len Winthrop Young
on a Fell and Rock meet in 1920. Photographs will have made many
people familiar with her first sight of Dorothy Pilley, who was to join her
as a founder member of the Pinnacle Club the following year and become
one of its greatest and best-loved characters.
Dorothy, or Dorothea as her husband Ivor Richards called her, had
been introduced to climbing by Herbert Carr in 1915 and in due time
became an active and enthusiastic member of the Fell and Rock Climbing
Club, helping to found the London Section in 1920 and becoming its first
secretary and treasurer.
With equal dedication and enthusiasm she gave herself to the Pinnacle
Club, serving on the first committee, editing the first journal jointly with
Lilian Bray and continuing as editor until 1938. She served from 1933 to
1936 as the Club's fifth president.
She was a journalist by profession, with hopes of becoming a politician,
and she had known the literary critic, Ivor Richards, for ten years before
she finally agreed to marry him — romantically in Honolulu on the last
day of 1926 'so as to start the new year right.' Their honeymoon was the
first of their world tours.
Their climbing partnership was already well-known and was crowned in
1928 by their first ascent, with the guide Joseph Georges, of the North
ridge of the Dent Blanche, the last great problem' of the day and not
repeated until 1956. Her famous book, "Climbing Days," was published
in 1935, during her presidency, and has drawn members to the Pinnacle
Club ever since.
In future years Ivor's career took them from Cambridge University to
Peking and Harvard, and in whatever country they found themselves they
climbed and explored. For almost every year of her life until the mid 1970s
there were lists of their climbs and excursions throughout the world —
early ascents in Canada, the Himalaya, China, Japan, Korea, the Middle
East, South Africa, South America and the United States as well as the
Alps, which always felt like coming home to them, and Dorothea's own
walk of the silk trail from China to Burma whilst Ivor was in New York.
She celebrated the last New Year of her life at the Glen Brittle hut,
chatting happily with young climbers until 3 a.m.
Shir ley Angell.
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DOROTHEA PILLEY RICHARDS
Luckily Dorothea's unquenchable vitality survives in her writings and
Ivor's. It is well worth rereading 'Climbing Days" and Ivor's mountain
poems — particularly 'Hope":
"The glacier our unmade bed —
I hear you through your yawn:
'Leaping crevasses in the dark,
That's how to live!' you said."
and "Resign! Resign!":
"We have them in our bones:
Ten thousand miles of stones."
In the last year of her life — she was 92 when she died — Dorothea
happily joined in the celebration of the first ascent of the Needle with the
FRCC in Wasdale.
Katharine Chorley, in her obituary of Ivor in the AC Journal, mentions
a glacier tour in the Oetzthal in a group including Dorothea and Ivor and
the happy evenings of "real talk" over their wine in the huts. Dorothea
never lost her enjoyment of a party and the company of friends. She was
still making new friends of all ages almost up to the time of her death,
while never forgetting the old ones. Her long letters followed them all,
full of interest in everyone and eager for news. Any meeting with Dorothea
was likely to turn into a lively and unpredictable party. I remember
drinking our sherry out of rose petals one evening in Hampstead. At an
exhibition at Kenwood with Dorothea, Ivor and Nea (after lunch with
Mary Glynne), we heard a voice from the doorway, Alan Hargreaves
muttering: "Out of context, out of context!" Parties extended and went
on and on. Hours later, Dorothea was still pleading to postpone the break
up of the party when an exhausted Ivor led her away.
The world is a duller place since Dorothea died. But there are still her
diaries to look forward to. She wrote them from the time she was 18 and
they are to be published.
Margaret Darvall.
An additional note by Mary D. Glynne recalls a route climbed with
Dorothea and a Cambridge Don, Adrian. She says:—
'We were lodged on a very small step up the mountain and he was very
polite.'
Mary also states that Dorothea learnt to write because her father insisted
on her keeping a Diary.
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TRILBY WELLS (1921-1986)
When I joined the Pinnacle Club, two names seemed to symbolise the
Club for me — "Biddy and Trilby." always said in that order. When they
were climbing, Biddy was always the leader, she was a very good rock
climber, while Trilby was a stalwart second on the rope: but when they
came down from the hills, the order was reversed. Trilby as the elder sister
was in command.
She was very efficient, both in the home, and at the school of which she
was the Headmistress. She had very strong opinions, and was very sure of
herself. Both sisters were very good at acting, and I can remember many
humourous sketches, which they put on at our New Year and Easter
Meets.
After Biddy s death, I took Trilby to Stratford, which she enjoyed very
much. I also took her to Bray's 9()th birthday Meet at Church Stretton.
Unfortunately, tailing eyesight was a handicap in her last years, but if
there was any tennis on the television one could be sure Trilby would be
sitting with her eyes glued to it.
I am so glad she lived to enjoy her 9()th birthday, and was thrilled to
receive the Civic Heads of the town, and be photographed with them.
Alison Adams.

It wasn't until 1972 that I met Trilby when, as President, I delivered her
signed Menu after our Annual Dinner, so I never knew her during her
active climbing years. I had, of course, heard of the Wells sisters and knew
of their great contribution to women's climbing and to the Pinnacle Club.
I always enjoyed my visits to Trilby in her small room looking out onto
the moors she knew so well, and she was always keenly interested in
Pinnaclers' activities. I would go through the names on the Menu with her
and she wanted to know all about the guests and new members and usually
had some anecdote to relate about the members she knew. Although
physically frail and with poor eyesight, her mind remained clear and sharp
to the end and she enjoyed having the articles in the Journal read to her
— especially the Obituaries, which always drew comment!
At her funeral it was apparent that the Pinnacle Club weren't alone in
holding her in high esteem as the church was full of mountaineers from
other Clubs and friends from her church in Ben Rhydding where she had
lived and worshipped all of her long life. It is good to think that her
Matterhorn Certificate, which always hung in her room, is now to hang in
our Hut as a reminder of a remarkable pioneer. I feel privileged to have
known her.
Denise Wilson.
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NEA MORIN (1947-1986)
I first met Nea when on holday in Wales. As a very new climber finding
it difficult to settle back into a post-war world, little did I realise how much
that meeting was to mean over the years ahead.
A climber of international repute, she was always ready to give time and
encouragement to the less able. Well I recall meets with Nea coaxing rope
after rope of beginners on the Milestone and Tryfen, building up their
confidence, always with good humour and infinite patience.
My many happy memories are of times spent on the sea cliffs of Cornwall
and the Gower, in the Alps and Kashmir — and, on occasions when driven
from the mountains by deteriorating weather, lazy meandering through
the by-ways of Switzerland, Italy or the cathedral cities of France. A
particular highlight was a holiday in Corsica when, despite mislaid luggage,
a gale collapsing tents in the night, a pig rampaging into Nea's tent and
eating her soap, and a forest fire sweeping the mountain side, we had a
wonderful time.
At home or abroad, to be with Nea was to be inspired by her love and
deep knowledge of the mountains. I shall always be grateful for the plea
sure and the privilege of her friendship. Nea was a very special person.
Sue Gibson.

I suppose it is a good indication of Nea's personality that I still remember
vividly the first time I met her. It was at Harrison's rocks where Nea had
been one of the pioneers. I had been struggling up the chimney at the back
of Isolated Buttress and as I stood on the top, Nea arrived at the same
point having just led the grade V route on the face, she always seemed so
at-home on the most delicate and difficult of routes.
From this time she came gradually more and more into my life as I met
her at Pinnacle and L.A.C. meets and odd chance encounters until I
moved to Tonbridge where it was lovely to have her almost as a neighbour.
She had such ability, was always cheerful and especially encouraging to
young climbers. She somehow managed to show great confidence in them
and always put her enormous experience at their disposal.
I used to find it difficult to find the time to extend my climbing weekends
but I remember one outstanding week when I was able to stav on at the
hut with Nea, after the meet was over. Typically, Nea attracted a group
of young tigers to her and they took the whole party up some very good
routes, hard VS which, in those days, was quite something.
It was the inspiration which Nea gave to so many climbers that will
prove her lasting memory.
Eileen Hecilcv.
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My first meeting with Nea Morin was at the Pinnacle Hut, an appro
priate place, for I soon realised that women climbing together "menless"
always meant a lot to her. Unlike Nea, I have not kept meticulous notes
of my exploits. However, the major topic of discussion that weekend was
the publishing of her book "A Woman's Reach," so it must have been 1968.
Whilst working in the Welsh mountains, I met Nea both on and off the
hills, and rapidly amended my impressions of the first meeting (that her hip
problem must have stopped her mountain activities). I began not to be
surprised to meet her, in varied conditions, high on the Glyders or Carneddau with family and friends. Her intense love of hills was an infection
obvious to all who knew her, and it drove her to remain a participant long
after the less enthusiastic would have given up. (Doubtless she was spurred
also by her lifelong unselfish pleasure in the successes of others). At the
end of her book, she states that her climbing days were ended. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Her strength, courage, stamina, technique
and, most of all, will-power, had enabled her to push forward women's
climbing achievements — despite male disapproval. Perhaps these strengths
were typified when she climbed en cordee feminine with two companions,
the Traverse of Meije in 1933. This took very special courage, for accidents
which occurred immediately prior to the ascent would have deterred many
less dedicated climbers. She was quite definitely to her generation what our
best modern ladies are to today's climbers.
It was probably no surprise then, to those who knew Nea well, that in
1972 her Alpine climbing career recommenced. I was leading an LAC meet
in the Sella Pass Area of the Dolomites. Nea's first route was on the 1st
Sella Tower — a grade IV — and it was followed soon after by the Traverse
of the Funffingerspitze, also grade IV. The reception received as they
finished the last abseil into the Col, and the celebration that followed in
the Demetz Hut — all from Italian strangers who wanted to congratulate
them — was both memorable and deserved. The memory which remains
most vivid, however, is of Nea on the Cinque Torri. Because of her hip,
she was-unable to bridge the crack. However, her judgement and assess
ment of how she could utilise the holds ensured an ascent without a single
wasted move. First, she neared the horizontal position by moving her feet
only, then she traversed her hands upwards and sideways until she was
again vertical. It was a most impressive performance.
My last hill day with Nea was also the most enjoyable and it is by that
happy day, in particular, that I will remember her. It was about three
months after her 70th birthday, the sun shone, the Pass was both welcoming
and quiet and I was privileged to share a very special day with Nea and
members of her family. It was the day she climbed again her own route,
35 years after her original ascent. She used no aid, nor did she have any
assistance from above. The ascent was 100% her own effort. In "Classic
Rock" she describes climbing the route "with considerable physical dis
ability quite apart from that of age." She overlooked the fact that she could
still demonstrate the qualities that made her what she was, a very great
climber and a tremendous partner in hills. She was not least a most valued
friend.
Barbara James.
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RUTH HARGREAVES (1932-1987)
Ruth Hargreaves was a member of the Pinnacle Club from 1932 until
her death in 1987. A keen Fell and Rock member, she was with parties
doing first ascents in the Lake District during the 1930s and early 1940s,
her identity in the guide-books slightly masked by the fact that she appears
both as Ruth Heap and as R. E. Hargreaves. She married A. T.
Hargreaves in 1934.
She told me that she and her friends climbed all over Gate Crag in
Eskdale long before it was 'discovered' in the 1960s; it was their local
practice ground.
A small person, she was an excellent climber to VS standard and above,
and she and Albert often teamed up with Sid and Jammy Cross until
Albert's tragic death in an Alpine accident.
They were lifelong friends and in 1946 they formed a partnership to
create Burnmoor Inn in Eskdale, followed in 1949 by acquiring the lease
of the Old Dungeon Ghyll, when the Hargreaves continued the running
of the Burnmoor and the Crosses took over in Langdale. The partnership
continued long after A.T/s death; eventually the Eskdale pub was sold
and Ruth joined the Crosses at the O.D.G. until she retired in the 60s.
She was one of the earlier skiers in Lakeland, skied for many years in
Switzerland, and did the Haute Route when she was in her early fifties.
Ruth attended Lake District Dinner Meets, and was the Pinnacle Club's
representative, opposing speed boats on Coniston Water, Ullswater and
Derwentwater, at the fortnight-long hearing in 1977.
She was a very sweet person, greatly loved by her friends. I only knew
her late in life, when she was frail and lame, but she still loved walking
and had great spirit.
Shirlev Angell.
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HELEN SHEDDEN (CLOTHIER) (Pinnacle Club Member 1985)
I met Helen not in a pub or on a crag but in the underground car-park
in Fort William among a litter of karrimats and stranded climbers, the
weekend of the blizzards in January, 1984.
We climbed together on Rannoch Wall in June. Helen, leading her first
route, swung easily up the initial pitch (or was it a variation?) of January
Jigsaw, with half her gear falling as easily out behind her.
By the end of the summer she was back on the Buchaille leading June
Crack, her first VS.
Helen wanted always to be out — walking, climbing or ski-ing. She
hated to be shut in town. I remember a midsummer meet at Creag an
Dubh Loch cancelled because of monsoon weather. While some of us
turned happily to renovating the kitchen or repotting the plants, Helen
borrowed her Dad's pick-up, went down to the Lakes to visit a friend and
had to drive back working the windscreen wipers with bits of string.
She was an unselfconscious climber. She'd try anything and had the
ability to go back and be scared again and again. At Dunkeld the last time
we climbed together she chose Coffin Corner on Upper Cave Crag, deter
mined to make up for having once followed the route in less than perfect
style. Her progress up the unrelenting corner was measured by yells of
"I'm coming off, I'm coming off." She didn't. Pride was salved.
By the time she and Robin left for Chamonix, in August, she had led
her first El, Longbow on Dumbarton Rock.
She died, with Dave Barbour, on 10 September, 1985, in rockfall on the
approach to the Bosses Ridge on Mont Blanc, on the last route of a
successful two weeks in the Alps.
A bold and ambitious climber, a dear and gentle friend — she is sorely
missed.
Gerrie Fellows.
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BOOK REVIEWS
CLOUDS FROM BOTH SIDES
by Julie Tullis — Grafton Books 1986 — £12.95
This is in some ways an ordinary, in some ways, a different moun
taineering book.
Julie Tullis wrote this autobiography shortly before her death on K.2.,
having climbed higher than any other woman in the world. She was a
Black Belt in Martial Arts and member with Kurt Diemberger of The
Highest Film Team in the World.'
The book itself follows a traditional autobiographical pattern with
descriptions of childhood, introduction to climbing, marriage and family,
and (unusually) her involvement teaching climbing to the handicapped.
Martial Arts become for Julie, not merely a fitness activity, but a
philosophy of life which carried her into the most serious realms of moun
taineering. Over half of the book is concerned with expeditions to the
High Himalayas and Karakorum, where it is evident that her strength as
a mountaineer lay in her physical and mental capacities to perform and
endure hardship at high altitude.
She was able to combine film-making with mountaineering expeditions,
several of her films winning international awards.
Julie Tullis's life story is an inspiration to those who wish to switch
direction after rearing a family and whilst it is obvious that she was not an
extraordinary writer, her life was well beyond the bounds of the usual.
Jean Drummond.
An updated edition is also available in paperback, price £3.95. This
includes a new chapter on Julie Tullis's final expedition, written by Sunday
Times journalist Peter Oilman.

THE WINDHORSE
by Elaine Brook and Julie Donnelly — Cape 1986 — £9.95
Elaine Brook and Julie Donnelly trekked to Kalar Patthar, 500 feet
above Everest Base Camp but their experiences had a unique perspective
since Julie is blind. An independent-minded lady, she made the trip partly
for her own satisfaction but also to raise money for Guide Dogs for the
Blind. Indeed, the reader is not allowed to forget about Bruno, Julie's own
Guide Dog, though he is left behind in England. To Elaine the terrain was
familiar, from her work as a trekking guide, but having to consider Julie's
lack of sight at all times gave her a new outlook. Julie's illness and altitude
problems, not to mention the hazards of the trail for one unable to see,
put the achievement of their goal, to reach Everest base camp, in constant
doubt but with Julie's determination and Elaine's encouragement they did
succeed.
The book is intended for the general reader but will interest moun
taineers who wish to know more about the Sherpa people than they can
find in standard expedition books. Elaine Brook speaks Nepalese, has
friends among the Sherpas and of special concern to her and the people she
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talks to are the pressures of commercialism, for instance, the financial
incentive for the men to accept the dangerous work of high altitude
porters. Everyday village scenes and magnificent views are described in
great detail by Elaine for Julie and for the reader.
The narrative description is interspersed with diary entries and with
informal dialogue, although the conversational style of the latter may not
be to every reader's taste. As the book progresses the reader learns about
past experiences of both Julie and Elaine and how these have affected
their attitudes and life-styles, while diary entries reveal feelings and mis
givings during the trek itself. The result is a very personal book, not only
describing the trip, but giving an insight into the personalities of the
authors themselves.
Margaret Clennett.

EXPLORERS EXTRAORDINARY
by John Keay — John Murray 1985
Before I saw this book I was already a John Keay addict, from BBC
programmes and his earlier books. This collection celebrates, as he says,
"characters to whom I took a fancy."
The most likely candidate for the Pinnacle Club or, perhaps, the Alpine
Club, and I suspect John Keay's favourite as well as mine, is Mary
Kingsley. She shares his appreciation of odd characters. One of her porters
had "the habits of a dustbin and the manners of a duke." She did some
i > tntaineering, as well as exploring rivers and swamps in West Africa.
She was probably the first woman and the second Briton (the first was
Richard Burton) to climb Mount Cameroon. She always travelled dressed
as a Victorian lady should be — useful when she fell into a leopard trap
and was saved by her voluminous petticoats. Another time (John Keay
leaves this one out) she ran out of trading goods in a cannibal village and
managed to divert the chiefs probable interest in her as a meal by selling
the petticoats one by one, after hard bargaining. He loved a bargain and
was delighted to add the petticoats to his wardrobe. She was studying
native religions, as well as fishes and beetles, and shows the same openmindedness in her comments as John Keay shows to his characters.
Louis de Rougemont was an attractive imposter. Keay quotes Osbert
Sitwell's recollection of his "calm, philosophical, curiously intelligent
face," after he had been exposed and was selling matches in Shaftesbury
Avenue. Ludwig Leichardt was a man few people liked and Keay describes
him as "impossible," but he appreciates his achievement and the commit
ment to exploration which led to his disappearance, with all his party, in
the huge, wild Australian interior.
John Keay respects the bees these people harbour in their eccentric
bonnets and the book is an appreciation, not a caricature. But the fun he
gets from the characters lights up the book.
Margaret Darvall.
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THE LONG DISTANCE WALKER'S HANDBOOK
by Barbara Blatchford — A. & C. Black 1986 — £5.95
Anyone consulting this excellent reference book will never be stuck for
planning a walking holiday in Britain again. As well as the usual long
distance walks, such as the Pennine Way, resumes are given of Challenge/
badge walks and railway and towpath walks. Link walks and some shorter
walks are included and references to a wealth of other literature are given.
There is much 'homework' to be done before embarking on a walk for
accommodation, maps, etc., and this book points the walker in the right
direction and is a must for all serious walkers.
Dorothy Wright.

CLASSIC ROCK CLIMBS IN GREAT BRITAIN
by Bill Birkett — Oxford Illustrated Press 1986 — £14.95
The eighty-two routes featured here have probably all been climbed by
Pinnacle Club members as well as by Bill Birkett (with the possible excep
tion of Footless Crow), and we would no doubt agree with him that they
are fine examples of their type. Climbs from moderate to E5 have been
selected, with a concentration around the VS grade. Some eleven of them
also appear in either "Classic Rock" or "Hard Rock," which seems an
unnecessarily large proportion.
This book is good on information, summarised in each case at the begin
ning of the account of the route — it even tells the reader, correctly, what
the rock type is. Each route is illustrated by, on average, four or five of
the author's photographs; the black and white ones are uninspiring but the
more numerous colour plates are animated and real. It is good to see
action shots of climbers who are not especially well known, including a
fair selection of women.
Five pages are wasted by absurd maps which show large areas of Britian
mostly blank but for the names of the climbs. The introduction and essays
are long-winded and trivial in places, though there are some interesting
personal glimpses, but the lapses in English and punctuation are irritating.
Why has Creag Dhu wall been inserted between routes in Pembroke
shire? As it is already in the other "Classic Rock," surely a better choice
would have been "Comes the Dervish," which would also have partly
filled the gap between E2 and E5. It is strange that John Adams should
be confused with the other climber on page 55, considering how well Bill
Birkett must know him.
This book is not essential to anyone's personal climbing library but
makes for pleasant browsing. To anyone not very conversant with the full
scope of British rock it could certainly inspire some ambitions.
Angela Soper.
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BEN NEVIS — BRITAIN'S HIGHEST MOUNTAIN
by Ken Crocket — Scottish Mountaineering Trust 1986 — £14.95
This is one of the best books on Scottish mountaineering I have read
and it deserves to holds its own alongside other classics such as W. H.
Murray's "Mountaineering in Scotland" and Tom Patey's "One Man's
Mountains." However, it differs from these earlier personal accounts of
individual exploits in being an objective, extremely well researched history
of Britain's highest mountain. While his enthusiasm for his subject is
always evident and prevents his writing ever becoming dull, the author's
personality is subordinated to the mountain itself and his evocation of the
characters and times gone by when the Ben was the forcing ground of
Scottish climbing. Crocket has chosen the period 1585 to 1985 to contain
his history of man's exploration of the Ben, 1585 marking the beginning
of the period when the first topographical survey of Scotland was carried
out. I found the earlier part of the story most interesting, being less
familiar with this. In particular, I was interested by the history of the
observatory and its adjacent hotel, the latter run in the summer months
until 1918 by two young ladies, who provided tea, bed and breakfast for
ten shillings! The history of more recent climbing developments is more
predictable with every new route described, but nonetheless an important
and definitive record, with indices both of names of routes and personalia,
and references for every chapter.
The design and quality of the book is original and very pleasing. Each
chapter is illustrated by high quality black and white photographs, those
from early S.M.C. archives providing fascinating visual documentation.
To a great extent the history of climbing on Ben Nevis is the history of
Scottish mountaineering. This book contains a wealth of information,
factual and anecdotal, not just to read once, but to keep and treasure with
other classics of mountaineering literature.
S. Lockhart.

THE GREAT CLIMBING ADVENTURE
by John Barry — The Great Adventure Series No. 4 —
Oxford Illustrated Press — £8.95
There is plenty in John Barry's account of his selected climbing adventures
to rankle the female reader, from the description of an Italian woman
encountered in an Alpine hut as having 'legs 3 pitches long and 5C all the
way' to a comment on the final page: 'I reflected that it was the wives and
girlfriends that were the real heroes of the climbing game.'
I started reading with trepidation, expecting to be antagonised by
chauvinistic attitudes and glorification of army life, and so I was. I found
Barry's slangy style and facetious approach irritating. His preoccupation
with the personalities of the all-male army society with whom he shared
his adventures then began to intrigue me — so soldiers really are like that;
it's not just a myth — but it all seemed rather childish. Alongside the bluff
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Philistinism sits a sentimental romanticism, as expressed in the numerous
poetic quotations, which Barry tries to convince his reader is typical of the
soldier's mentality. As the book progresses, thankfully the style of writing
becomes less idiosyncratic, more readable, the preoccupation less with
personalities, more with climbing. I even found myself beginning to warm
to the author's need to be 'honest' about his role in some of the climbing
exploits he chooses to relate. However, I was left wondering about the
purpose of the book, given that Barry is on more than one occasion dis
paraging of the second-hand experience conferred by reading about moun
tains. It is a very personal account of a few chosen climbing adventures —
adventure being the key to his choice. Some may find the author's style
and attitudes hard to stomach, others may be amused, even fascinated, by
a personality laid bare with almost endearing candidness. I found it ultim
ately an entertaining book, with some adventures, such as his ascent of
Gauri Sankar with Peter Boardman, well worth reading about; an infecti
ous enthusiasm for mountains and climbing and even a few pearls of sol
dierly wisdom concerning the climbing game expressed with a freshness
that went a little way towards disarming my prejudices.
Sheila Lockhart.

KINGDOMS OF EXPERIENCE (EVEREST, THE
UNCLIMBED RIDGE)
by Andrew Greig — Hutchinson — £12.95
Kingdoms of Experience is unusual in that it is written by a writer who
was invited on the expedition with the specific purpose of producing a
book. It is well written and doesn't get bogged down with logistics. Greig
writes the book from his own observations and experience plus excerpts
from members' diaries.
The book does not cover the actual climbing in great depth, although
there appears to be little of this anyway — lots of hard slog of course. The
book deals in more detail with personal feelings, inter-relationships, etc.,
and I felt said much more, reading between the lines.
The pain individuals went through at altitude is portrayed well and re
kindled memories of how awfully tired one feels carrying loads up endless
slopes and across endless moraine.
Good insight into the Chinese side of Everest — imagine being able to
drive to Base Camp! Worth reading.
Chris Watkins.

THE QUEST OF SIMON RICHARDSON
by Dorothy Richardson — Victor Gollancz 1986 — £10.95
This book is a biography of Simon Richardson written by his mother
after his disappearance (aged only 25) in the South Atlantic while
skippering his own boat, En Avant. En Avant had a crew of six, one of
whom was the famous climber and sailor Bill Tilman.
About a third of the book is a rather disjointed diary which was kept
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by Simon Richardson while he was crewing for Tilman on one of his Arctic
voyages in Baroque.
The diary is followed by the description of how Simon Richardson gets
his own expedition together. It took years of planning. He first bought and
then converted his boat from a salvage tug to a sailing boat equipped for
an expedition to the Antarctic. The work was hard and he did most of it
on his own despite a very severe leg injury. Later he assembled a crew
and stores for a year. They finally sailed south in August, 1977, for Smith
Island in the Antarctic. All went well as far as Rio but after that there was
no further news.
Simon Richardson was obviously a remarkable young man and it was a
tragedy that he should disappear on his first major voyage in his own boat.
The book will appeal most, I feel, to sailors and expeditioners who will be
interested in the detailed specifications of En Avant. It is, however, a
story full of human interest and most especially it gives an insight into
H. W. Tilman's last voyage.
Alison Higham.

THE MUNROS IN WINTER
by Martin Moran — David & Charles 1986 — £12.95
Martin Moran climbed all 277 Scottish Munros in 83 days during the
1984-85 winter. His wife Joy accompanied him up 120 of the hills and
provided the essential support. "There were times," she says, "when I felt
no more than an ill-used skivvy!" She shopped, washed, cooked and drove
their caravanette over icy roads to reach suitable pick-up points while
Martin enjoyed long days on the hills.
Despite their luck in choosing an unusually gale-free and snow-free
winter, it was a staggering achievement. Outings that most Munro goers
save for a long, fine summer's day were packed into short December days
of blizzard. Pre-dawn starts and after dark finishes were the daily routine,
every day. They went out continuously for 29 such days during which
Martin climbed 99 Munros before taking their first rest day. To the seven
Munros of the South Clunie Ridge were added Sgurr na Sgine and The
Saddle in a single January day. Short isolated hills were done two a day.
For example, Ben Alligan in the morning and Slioch in the afternoon,
followed by a mad dash to catch the last ferry to Skye.
Cross country skis were used a few times. Camps and bothies were used
to reach the more remote hills. Again it was Joy who should get the credit.
She humped huge loads for overnight camps while Martin ran unburdened
over the hills. Joy's contribution is acknowledged in the book. "Without
Joy, this winter attempt would have been a folly, doomed to failure from
the outset." It is a pity that her contribution was largely ignored by the
media and that it will be totally forgotten by the records.
The book itself is well written, enlivened with gripping epics such as the
avalanche on Ben Wyvis but there are few interludes to break the
monotony of yet another hill round on yet another day. Inevitably the
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subject matter leads to a certain repetitiveness and the book would be best
read a chapter at a time as a companion on visits to each Munro area. The
need for speed left Martin with no opportunity for a leisurely enjoyment
of the hills. It was always the shortest route to the summit that was taken
so that interesting diversions and fine ridges were bypassed. One feels that
Martin missed as much as he gained by this intensive assault. In keeping
with this approach, the routes are sometimes only sketchily described and
not all hills have accompanying sketch maps to help the reader who is
unfamiliar with the terrain. A diary listing of the Munros climbed each
day would have made a useful appendix.
For would-be emulators, other records of Munro bagging trips, long
walks and marathon runs over the Scottish hills are listed in an appendix
as are the practical details such as food and equipment. The undertaking
had a secondary objective of fund raising for Intermediate Technology.
Wide media coverage was therefore encouraged throughout the winter
and success brought over £20,000 and much useful publicity to the charity.
This book is a good and humbling read for all would-be Munroists.
Sheila Cormack.

WALKING DARTMOOR'S ANCIENT TRACKS
— A Guide to 28 Routes
by Eric Hemery — Robert Hale
The author, recently deceased, was acknowledged as Dartmoor's leading
writer on the area and made it a lifetime's study.
This is not a quick reference book, but a substantial book in size and
substance. If you are a lover of Dartmoor, this is a fascinating book. The
author gives elaborate details of the history of how each path evolved. As
the route unfolds you are informed about things geographical and
archaeological. Each route is accompanied by a detailed map. The routes
over Dartmoor criss-cross over the area and are from a few miles to nearly
thirty in length. Grid references are given for places of interest. There are
also black and white photographs. To really make use of this book, time
is needed to study it, at the same time as following your chosen route.
Routes tend to go from A to B (not circular).
Avis Reynolds.

HELYG
by Geoff Milburn — Climbers Club 1985 — Price £7.95
The acquisition of their first climbing hut — Helyg — was an important
venture for the Climbers Club, as it was bought when the spirit and the
membership of the club was dwindling. "Helyg" celebrates not only the
fortunes of the Climbing Club but 60 important years of rock climbing in
Wales. Helyg became a focus for much of the new development in climbing
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which took place in the 3()s-5()s. This limited edition provides interesting
insights gleaned from meet reports, hut books and memoirs of that era. It
culminates in the Diamond Jubilee celebrations which took place at Helyg
in 1985, bringing together once again most of the surviving climbers of
those historic days.
Stella Adams.

LIVING ON THE EDGE
— THE WINTER ASCENT OF KANCHENJUNGA
hy Cherie Brewer-Kamp — David & Charles — £12.95

This book is not as the subtitle might suggest, another expedition book
about one climb, instead it relates the climbs, adventures and life which
Cherie and Chris shared during the period of seven years which they spent
together. In this respect it is quite unusual, I cannot think of another
recent book which describes a climbing couple's Himalayan ventures in
this way, writing both about the climbs and bringing in the two-way impact
of their personal relationship and the mountaineering events described.
I like the arrangement of the book, the first chapter is about a dramatic
winter sea voyage to Alaska, as much about living on the edge as the
mountaineering chapters. This journey takes place halfway through their
time together, but is a good introduction to Cherie and Chris as a partner
ship. Inevitably the book is a story of which one knows the unhappy
ending before starting to read, this naturally causes a pervading sadness
because one is conscious that the friendship and Chris's life will end before
the book is finished.
The chapter on the U.S. K2 expedition where Cherie and Chris met
each other, explains their growing distaste for large climbing groups with
their usual associated rivalry, competition and jealousy. The first expedi
tion together was an attempt to get away from the big expedition syndrome
and climb a peak on the north side of the Kanchenjunga massif named
Yalung Kang. They reached the summit, the trip proved their theories on
the pleasure of small expeditions and they learned some useful lessons on
the management of small teams in the Himalayas. Three years later the
two of them returned to climb Kanchenjunga itself by a similar route.
The description of the winter days on Kanchenjunga were so realistic
that the reader sometimes has the feeling of being there on the mountain
with them. Like waking from a bad dream, it is a tremendous relief to
realise that one is, in fact, safe at home! Their persistence, endurance and
ambition were amazing, I cannot recall reading a book where the hardship
was so well portrayed. Perhaps being written by a woman, one felt better
able to relate to her experiences. I certainly admired her determination to
pursue their objectives for as long as possible and no reader could fail to
be deeply moved by the sad ending to the climbing and life partnership
which had given her so much happiness.
J.A.T
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The following books were received just before going to print:—

ALAN ROUSE — A MOUNTAINEER'S LIFE
Compiled bv Ceoff Birtles — Hyman — £12.95
This is a biographical portrait of ATs life and his climbing achievements.
It is written by a number of his friends, including Doug Scott, Chris
Bonington, Paul Nunn and Greg Child.
All royalties from this book are to be donated to a trust that has been
set up in Sheffield, for the establishment of a mountaineering library —
the Alan Rouse Memorial Library.

FAWCETT ON ROCK
Ron Fawcett and John Beany with Mike Harrison — Hyman — £15.00
The book includes an introductory essay by Jim Perrin. There then
follows a photographic essay of Ron in action — a serious of 40 colour
photographs taken on rock faces around the world. The bulk of the book
concentrates on illustrated technique, taking the sport from its basic skills
through to the most advanced techniques used on rock today.
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